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Wet or dry?
Vote petitioned
By LISA JACKSON

Chief
Some students and faculty members are
organizing to get signatures for a petition call·
ing for a wet/dry election in the spring.
The petition will be circulated among cam·
pus organizations next week, said Nathan
Yancy of Paducah, one of the student proponents for the petition.
The proposed date for the election is April
26, 1988. Twenty-five percent of voters in the
previous general election, the Nov. 8 election,
must sign the petition to get the wet/dry issue
put to a vote, said Marianna Stubblefield,
deputy county clerk.
It is not yet official how many voters this
would mean, Stubblefield said. However, the
official number of voters in the last general
election is expected to be reported by officials
in Frankfort soon, she said.
"We're hoping to get organizations on campus involved,'' Yancy said. Several Greek
organizations have already committed
themselves to work to get. needed signatures,
he said.
Faculty members helped make sure the petition was in compliance with laws, Yancy said.
According to Kentucky election laws, three
years is required between such elections, Stubblefield said.
Edttor in

See PETITION
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Riflers will march
in inaugural parade
By RICHARD TODD
Assistant Sports Edttor

Murray Stnttt'~ Rinc Team, winners of the
national championship in 1985 and 1987, was
chosen to represent Calloway County in the
53rd Govemor's fnaugural Parade on
Tue!>day
The marching unit for the parade, scheduled
for 10:30 a.m. in Frunkfort, will be made up of
12 team members, including team captain
Alison Schultz, n senior from Downers Grove,
Ill., said Elvis Green, rine team coach.
Team members will be a part of the
festivities ushering in newly-elected Wallace
Wilkinson as governor.
"We feel that it's an honor to have the MSU
Rifle Team selected to march in the parade for
the governor," Green !'aid.

HANGING GREENERY on ralls In the Currta Center In preparation for holiday featlvltlea
Pierce and Judy Shoffner, maintenance employees.

·~
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Precautions taken to make live tree safe
By MARK COOPER
Staff Writer

''We are taking all the typical
precautions that all mommas
and papas do at home for their
kids," said Howard Jewell, Curris Center director, in reference
to the 25-foot live Christmas
tree put up Tuesday in the Curris Center.
Jewell said the tr<.>e should
problem" to the
in termB of fire
The tree will be carefully
taken care of by the Curris
Center !ltatf to insure that it
does not become a fire hazard,
Jewell said. It was coated with a
penetrating fire retardant.

The tree was placed in a
35-gallon drum of water which
should keep it from drying out.
The tree will be removed when
Christmas vacation begins,
Jewell said.
Last year, questions about
fire safety code violations in·
volving the tree were raised by
state deputy fu·e marshal Tom·
my Kimbro, who said the tree
violated a life safety code
(NFPA Section 17-1.3.2). Accor·
ding t.o the code, live·trees in
public buildings that ru·e not
treated with flame retardant
chemicals are fire hazat·ds.
"As far as I know, nothing
became of the complaint we had
last year," Jewell said. "The
tree was not a danger last year
and it's not one this year."

The tree, which was mounted
in the Rocking Chair Lounge,
was decorated by University
Center Board and Student
Government Association
members this week and will be
part of the annual Hanging of
the Green Ct'remony Sunday.
A live tree has been displayed
in the Curris Center since the
building opened in 1981. The
35-foot atrium in the center was
built in part for the purpose of
having a tree, said Frank
Julian, vice president for student development.
•
Christmas trees hpve been
donated by Land Between the
Lakes officials since the Hanging of the Green tradition began
in 1973.

Funding requests made, faculty salaries top list·
By TODD 0 . ROSS

News Editor
In a meeting before a Kentucky House and Senate budget
subcommittee Wednesday,
Murray State officials
presented budget requests in an
attempt to maintain funding for
programs for the 1986·87 biennium and to a·equest further
funding for the future.
President Kala M. Stroup said
the University's first priority in
the requests was to move faculty salaries "to the level of the
faculty of universities that have
as many accredited pr·ogram!' a!l
we do."

Faculty salaries are set by
looking at a formula determin·
ed by the average salaries of
benchmark universities in the
area.
"The formula makes it dif·
ficult for you to become a standout institution and that is why
we came forward with this as
our first priority," Stroup said.
''There is a serious problem,"
Stroup said. "Murray State
must pay larger salaries to at·
tract incoming faculty and
these salaries are larger than
those of faculty who have been
here for 10 years or more.''
Stroup compared the dif·

ferences in faculty salaries
(determined by benchmark
percentages) as an example of
this discrepancy.
Professors arc at 83.5 percent
of the benchmark level in
1986-87 and assistant professors arc at 92.9 percent.
"The new faculty, which ru·e
generally the assistants that
you bring in, are clo~er to the
benchmark (100 percent) than
the full professors,'' Stroup
,;aid.
"Our morale situation here is
better than in most places,"
said ,John Taylor, president of
the University Faculty Senate.

"We do have some problems.
Many of those problems are tied
to salaries and the differences
between salaries."
Murray State is an easy in·
stitution to steal faculty from,
Stroup said, because it is a
regional university, small in
size, with a great deal of ac·
credited programs.
"If you are in some larger
university and you need some
faculty from an accredited
university," she said, "you are
going to come to a Murray State
and take our faculty.''
Stroup said that from com·
ments from the major accredita·

tion businesses of which Murray State is a member, the major complaint is that faculty
salaries are low.
"The program reviews (from
the accreditation businesses)
show that there are very few
who say 'your faculty are not
qualified,' very few of these
evaluations say 'your program
is not good,'" Stroup said.
"They all praise our faculty,
they all praise our programs,
they all praise the condition of
See BUDGET
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Book drive to aid
Kenyan libraries
By PATTI BEYERLE
Reporter

...
'

f'

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

Ribbons and bows
JEAN HAMRA, assistant director for purchasing, ties red ribbons onto the evergreen trimming on
the raH.ing In the Curris Center as part of the Christmas decorations.

Lab offers $100 reward
for return of materials
Two proJectile points (long,
narrow spear poinlsl were
stolen from the archeology
laboratory in Ordway Hall
recenlly, said Dr Ken
Carstens, director of the
laboratory.
Carstens said a rewa1·d of
$100 has been offered for the
return of the spear points
''Both spears are graycolored and have black
catalog numbers written on
them," Carstens said. The
numbers 11 and 107 appear
on the projectiles.

''If the projectiles are
returned in the next week,"
Cru·stens !'aid, ' 'no questions
will be asked.
"However, if they are not
returned within this week's
grace penod and we find out
who took them," he sajd. "we
will prosecute.''
If anyone has any information concerning the missing
mate:·ial, they should phone
Carstens at 762-4058 or visit
the archeology laboratory in
Ordway Ha ll , Room 300.

If students had to pay $400 for
a textbook, it would give t he
words "student financial aid''
new meaning.
In Kenya, books are a signifi·
cant treasure because they are
expensive and must be im·
ported.
Although the books cost the
same as in America, it takes 16
pieces of Kenyan money to
equal one Amer ican dollar.
Therefore, a book bought in
America for $25 would cost
$400 in Kenya.
Because of t he outrageous
prices, Kenyan universities'
libraries lacJs books, said Barba ra Nash, project coord inator
for New Dil'ect:ions in campus
hlinistry. iU\dlhe few books t he
libra ries it.~~ possess are on
African history. New Directions
is t he Ecumenical ministry on
campus.
When Nash invited Dr. Jude
Ongong'a, a p rofessor from
K e n yatta U n iversity i n
Na irobi, Ke nya, to speak on the
differences between American
and Kenyan education, she said
she recognized this as a drastic
problem.
"l knew there had to be
something that we could do to
help," Nash said.
The problem was introduced
to the University Campus
Mimstea·s Association who
unanimously adopted the pro
blem as their group project,
Nash said.
The campus minister;; then
developed "Books for Kenya," a
book da·ive to benefit the Ke·

from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom. A variety
Reporter
of
assorted crafts will be on sale
Just because students are increasing study habits in to students, faculty, staff and
preparation for final examina- the public.
Although campus recreation
tions does not mean there are
not tension relievers to be found will have no organized acti\'ities, the Carr Health
durang finals week
In addition to the traditional Building will be open. "We do
study break al Winslow nol have organized activities
Cafeteria Dec. 13 at 7 p.m .. the during finals week because we
Residence Hall Association and feel like students thlnk they
resident advisors have planned have to participate when they
activities for each floor of the should be studying," said Jim
dormitoraes.
Bauer. campus recreation
A crafl bazaaa· sponsored by director.
A populur stress.breaker for
th£" Hall Programmg Council
will be Tue!\day and Wednesday many student::; during finals

The campus ministries still
face the problem of transporting
the books to Kenya. Knsh srud .
They are presently looking for
an organization to help them
with this problem. Na11h said
that if needed, they will develop
a fundt·aiser to get the books to
Kenya.

Blackout in Fine Arts building
caused by shortage in wiring
Students with classes in the
newest section of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building had to
meet in other locations Monday
and Tuesday because the
builcling had no electricity
"A couple of phases shorted
together and bumt a wire in
two'' on a 4.160 volt
underground circuit about 2
p.m. on Thanksgiving Day, said
Ed West, d irector of the
physical plant.
The problem was probably
caused by age, West said. He

estimated the age of the wires
to be 17 to 18 years.
It took about 2,000 feet of wire
to replace the damaged wires.
Only about 1,000 feet was on
hand, West said.
Difficulty arose in getting the
additional supplies needed
because of the holidays, West
said.
Materials were located in St.
Louis and shipped to Paducah
on Tuesday. Physical plant
employees were able to repair
t h e electric i ty problem
Tuesday.

Organizations to provide tension reliever$,
study breaks for students during exam week
By HOLL V BROCKMAN

nyan universities' libraries.
The group is sending letters to
both faculty and administration
to communicate information to
students about the book drive.
"Books for Kenya" will begin
simultaneou sly with the
University Bookstore's book
buy-back Monday.
''A table v.•ill be set up right
outside of the campus bookstore
on t he second floor of the Curris
Center all through book buyback,'' said Pete Sharkey, the
Ro m an Cat ho l ic cam p us
minister and one of the
organizers of t he program.
Students a re encouraged to
donate any textbooks that the
bookstore will not buy back or
any books from previous years.
Sharkey said t hey are in·
'lterested in all types of boOks:
leatti.er or paper bound, history,
literatua·e, political science or
humanities.
"I want to make this a campus project that will cross all
boundaries and give students a
feeling of contribu tion to SO·
meone less fortunate," Nash
said.
Nash also said she hopes to involve Panhellenic Council, the
a·esidence halls and the Student
Government Association in lht'
drive.

week is the survival kit from
t h e Student Alumni
Association.
The Survival Kits are bought
by parents from SAA .
Stephanie Moore, a member of
the SAA fundraising committee, said letters are mailed to
parents and order:; are placed
by sending $7 to SAA. Parents
also ;;end along a message
which as included in the kit for
their son or duughter.
"We fill the kits with things
we would like to get ourselves,"
said Moore, a s.enior from Hayti,
Mo. "We not only include junk
food but also something that is
easy to fix and is nutritious."

An emergency generator ran
until about 4 p.m. Sunday when
it burned out, West said .
When the generator stopped
fnnctioning, emergency power
was reverted from Lovett
Auditol'ium to keep the frre
alarm system going.
An unrelated electJ·ical prO·
blem occurred Tuesday afTec·
ting buildings an the
quadrangle, West said.
Connections were blowing on
top of a transformer located in
the main switchyard by t he central plant substation, he srud.

Final Examination Schedule
!XIe. lO

8 a.m.
l O;SOa.m.
1:30 p.m.

7:30a.m. MWF and 4:30 p.m.
8:SOa.m.MWF
12:30-1:45 p.m. mi

Dec.ll

8a.m.
!0:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

8-9:15 a .m. TTH and 3:30-4:45 p.m. TTH
11:30 a .m. MWF
2:30 p.m. MWF

Dec. l 4

8 a .m.
10:30a.m.
1:30 p.m.

9:30-10:45 a.m. mi
12:30 p .m. MWF
l :SO p.m. MWF

Dec.l5

8a.m.
! 0:30a.m.
1:30 p.m.

9:30a.m. MWF
11 a .m.-12:15 p.m . 'ITH
3:30 p.m. MWF

Dec. 16

8 a .m.
!0:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m. MWF
2-3:15 p.m. TTH

MWF
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Senior Day largest
ever for University
Murray State hosted more
than 800 high school Reniors
and their parents Nov. 21 dur·
ing Fall Senior Day·
"l t was the largest Fall Senior
Day ever," said Paul Radke,
director of school relations.
This was the second time t.he
event has been held · this
semester. On Oct. 14, 325
seniors participated in the first
program, Radke said.
Senior Day, directed by the
Office of School Relations, gives
prospective students an oppor
tunity to visit the campus and
rmd out what college is about.
"The student ambasAadors
and student a lummi association
provided tours,'' Radke said,

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

chance to mingle with our
students ...
Seniors also had the opportunity to meet with faculty in
their particular area of interest.
Personnel from the Student
Financial Aid Office were also
on hand to explain the applica·
tion process for loans, grants
and scholarships.
Students were also given in·
formation on housing. admis·
s ions and academic re ·
quirements, Radke said.
Fall Senior Day is open to
high school seniors from Mur·
ray State's service area which
includes Kentucky, Indiana,
Tennessee, ll l i nois and
Missouri.
"It was just a fun day,'' Radke

HIGH SCHOOL LOUNGE LIZARDS prepare for college life on the couches In the Curri s Center
m~c~~e~ ri~~~~~~~D~~M~~~~N~ . 21 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
"~
w~h-ic_h~g~a~v_
e_
th_e_s_t_
~
_e_n_t_
s_
a_s_a_hl
_._~~--~----

Outreach program to attract
adult students to University
By JENNIFER MCKIRCHY
Reporter

The Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State will
mail 4,000 po!!tcards to adults
within commuting distance of
the University, introducing
them to opportunities offered by
Murray State.
The postcards, part of Adult
Outreach, allow adults to check
a field of study they are interested in to receive free infor·
mation about the University's
academic p r ograms and
services.
Billie Burton, coordinator of
Adult Outreach, said the
postcards will tell her who is interested in the program and
which majors are the most requested. She said prospective
students meet with one of two
adult students, Janice Pritchett
and Gerald Baker, to break the
ice and see how other adults
adapt to going back to school.
Burton said the program is an
attempt to let adults know that
Murray State offers services to
help them get started back to
school. She said Adult Outreach
offers a Summer Orientation for
adults only, pre·admission interviews, placement tests, explanations of how the University operates and what adults
need to do to be enrolled. Burton also said the program provides a lounge, resource center
and a monthly newsletter to all
adult students.
"Molly Donnelly, an adult
student at MSU, sta.r ted a club
for adult students called Never
Ever Too Old CNETO) one year
ago," Burton said. She said the

club provides refresher courses
in basic subjects in cooperation
with the Murray State Learn·
ing Center.
Burton said the trend acl"oss
the country is an increase in
adult enrollment. She said Mur·
ray State's spring semester
1985 had a 17 percent adult
enrollment and the spring
semester 1987 saw an increase
in adult enrollment to 20
percent.
"One in five undergraduates
are adults, those who are 25 or
older or have had a five-year
break in their education,'' Burton said.
She said many of them could
be students who attend cla~
one night a week, study at Fort
Campbell, E ddyville State
Penitentiary or who take Murray State classes at Paducah
Community College.
Barton said the program of·
fers non-credit community interest courses, such as karate
and financial management, as
well as college credit through
television, correspondence
courses and off-campus courses
taught in Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Eddyville and
Fort Campbell.
"It's not likely to find very
many concentrated in one
class," Burton said.
Burton said adults can earn
the bachelor of independent
studies (BIS) degree, specifically designed for working adults
who cannot attend class
regularly.
Burton said she hopes that in·
terested adults will return the
postcards or talk with her about
any questions they may have.

GOVernor'S minority program directs
students toward college preparation
• have a

By KIM WADE
Reporter

The Governor's Minority
Student College Preparation
Program has been implemented by Murray State
University and Paducah Community College to benefit
minority students in grades
7-9.
"Our progum is early .in·
tervention for potent1al
minority college students,''
said Odelsia Torian, program
coordinator at Murray State.
"Our goals are to improve
the educational preparation
of minority students prior to
college and to develop additional activities to increase
t he number of minority col·
lege students and graduates,"
she said.
The program's workshops
take place Saturdays at Murray State, Torian said. Each
of the three scheduled sessions provides information
about the program's goals.
Among the topics discussed
during two workshops earlier
this fall were values, self·
concept, career options ~d
decision making, she sa1d.
The sessions also include
other aspects of college life
such as a Racer football game.
Murray State students help
during these workshops.
"College students who work
for the program serve as role
models," Torian said. The
minority students are encouraged to talk with these
students because they each

REBD[IftiES
Good for December
Diana
753-0882
Dixieland Center

from Murray, Mayfield and
Paducah. Twenty-foul'
students were chosen from
Paducah, 13 from Mayfield
and 13 from Murray, Torian
said.
"I think were going to have
a successful year," she said.
"I love the idea that parents
are coming and getting involved," said.Cy~thia L~nier,
director of mmonty affa1rs.
Parent's sessions will help
them check th~ st~dents
future preparations, s~e
said. "It is hard for parents m
t he dark to prepare students
for college.
"The gover nor realized that
we needed to reach minority
students earlier," she said.
"This (program) comes from
the big push placed on
education
"The governor wanted to
target this age group," Lanier
said. "The earlier you explain
to children that now is the
time to prepare for the future,
the better off they will be.
"We are fortunat~ to have a
government so. con~erned
about the educabon of 1ts people," Lanier said.
"We saw this as a possibility to encourage and change
the attitudes and life values
of minority students in such a
way that they would look forward to continuing their
education," said Paul Ross,
original grant writer from
PCC.
PCC entered into the oppor·
tunity to sponsor the needs of
Paducah and McCracken
County, Ross said.

Inside Crass Furniture
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$5 off perm and highlights

different view of
college.
Parents of the minority
students are also advised dur·
ing formal and informal
workshops, Torian said. Most
parents want to be sure their
children are taking the right
classes and would like to
become more familiar with
the college system.
"We work with them to give
t hem direction,'' she said. "If
a parent is involved in their
child's education, the student
will more than likely be
involved."
One of the requirements for
students in this program is
that they must be a first ·
generation college student.
Therefore, many of the
parents need the information
from the workshops as much
as the students. Torian said.
Other than being a first·
generation college student,
the student must also have a
2.5 grade point average.
The PCC program was
designed for hands-on experience from the Kentu~ky
Council on Higher Educatton
in the grant proposal, Torian
said.
The students will visit PCC
in the late spring or early
summer for one week of struc·
tured learning, she said.
Students will become familiar
with computers and television
production equipment.
"For many students it will
be the first time they have
been expo:sed to a computer.''
Torian said.
Fifty students were chosen

0
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Americans lacking
in 'cultural literacy'
What are we really learning?
Al·e we acquiring the fundamental
knowledge that all college graduates
- even all American citizens,
whether they attend college or notshould have?
Or is it possible that we are merely
acquiring grades, learning how to
'cram' and then forget, learning
what we have to know in order to
just 'get by' and achieve the scores
we desire?
Cultural literacy, defined by
author-professor E.D. Hirsch Jr. as
that "assortment of information
which must be mastered before true
literacy can be claimed," has been
the topic of several studies recently.
And what researchers seem to be finding out is that educators are not
teaching and students are not learning the basic information necessary
to . maintain our democratic society
- that young Americans may very
well not know enough to understand
what our society is about and why it
should be preserved.
In a nutshell, we don't know
enough content - especially in the
areas of history, geography and
I i terat ure.
Hirsch, author of Cultural
Literacy: What Every Amencan
Needs to Know, says that in the nationwide campaign to revitalize
education by returning to basic
skills, we a1·e neglecting to equnte
those skills with education and,
thus, are losing sight of kqowledge.
As an Hlustration, a study conducted two years ago by the Nationa l Endowment for the

0
0
0

Humanities revealed that students
know relative ly littl e a bou t
American history and Western
literature. Some of the most astounding examples of the sad results are
as follows:
• One in three could not identify the
correct half century in which Columbus discovered America or the
Declaration of rndependence was
signed.
• Two out of five could not tell in
which 50-year-period the U.S. Constitution was written or when World
War I was fought, and lwo out of
three did not know in which half
century the Civil War was fought.
• More than half didn't know
Byron, Keats and Wordsworth were
poets or what the term "Achilles'
heel" refers to, and two out of five
could not name the author of The
!Iliad.
True, the 8,000 students tested
were juniors in high school ... but are
the majority of college students that
much more aware of these important
facts and others?
Test yourself.
According to Hirsch. Amei;can
readers are assumed to have a
"general knowledge" about the
following people: John Adams,
Susan B. Anthony, Benedict Arnold,
Aaron Burr, John C. Calhoun,
James Fenimore Cooper, Emily
Dickinson, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Benjamin Franklin, Robert Fulton,
Ulysses S. Grant and Nathaniel
Hawthorne, as well as Cain and
Abel, Adam and Eve, Humpty
Dumpty, Jack and Jill, Peter Pan

oc
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and Pinocchio. (Of course, this is only a partial list.)
Also, listed among John A. Garraty's 101 More Thtngs Every College Graduate Should Know About
American History are the terms New
South, New Nationalism. Bleeding
Kansas. Seward's Folly, Common
Sense, Uncle Tom's Cabin. The
Jungle, the Rockefeller family,
Shay's Rebellion , Whiskey
Rebellion, Fighting Joe, Black
Thursday, Malcolm X, Frederick
Douglass, the Great Compromise ...
and more.

How many can locate El Salvador
or Vietnam on the map? (Studic,s
have shown that, re:-pectively, 75
and 95 percent of Americans
cannot.)
And when was the lust. time vou
read a classical literary work for-en joyment or a non-fiction histot·icnl
work just for the sake of wanting to
know?
Remember, as Mark Twain put it.
"The man who does not read good
books has no advantage over the
man who can't read them.''

FEEDBACR------President thanks students for successful fall semester,
extends invitation to Hanging of the Green cele~ration
To the Editor:
As the semester draws to a close and
the holiday season quickly app1·oaches, I
would like to take this opportunity t.o
thank each of you for the part that you
have played to make this semester so
successful.
The fall semester has been filled with
many student events: Kiss M~ Kate,
Racer football, a good Homecoming
weekend, and countless other activities.
The academic team has had a successful
season of competition, and we are very

proud of this newest MSU team record.
Thl' Sh,('/d has continued its record of
excellence by receiving the Columbia
Scholastic Press Association's Medalist
Certificate this year, in addition to a
first-place rating
The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity has
demonstrated the excellence of our greek
organizations by winning t he Chapter
Involvement Award, the Grand High
Alpha Award and its third consecutive
Outstanding Academic Ach ievement
Award. The Lady Racers just won the
Hawaiian Tropic Classic tournament.

•:dllor In Chlet........................ Lin Jackson
Nt .... Ediwr .. ......... ....... .......... Todd Rosa
Assi•tont :-;.. Ed•l>r . .... - Rob•n Robertson
Campus l.Jd Ed1tor. _ . - An~•• Wat.o11
Au1Jtant Camp~~t L1re Edltor ... -JJsa Glua
Spoo ta Editor
........ Kevin Patton
All14tant Sports Editor ...... ..R1chard Todd
Vltwpolllt Ed1tor ...... ........Cathy Davenport
Photoi"aphy Editor................
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Ch1t r Copy Ed•tor. ~..
..
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All of us at Murray State are thankful
for the many accomplishments of all of
our students.
As we begin the Christmas season, one
of the annual camputi highlights is the
Hanging of the Green. I would like to
take this opportunity to invite you to
join us at 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 6 in the Curria Center for this beautiful Christmas
celebration.
The event is symbolic of our community spirit. The Physical P lant crew
gathers the tree from the Land Between
the Lakes region; the Curris Center staff
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Stoff Wrlt#r•
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Allyoon llobhie
IUtk Hud•on
Jt•nn.i Newlun
Tun Penn
Rocky 'l'ho1npoon
lttnrk Younjl

T1m Pena

Cartonnat .. _ _ _ _ ..... . O.rryl Taylor
,,..l\tanacer.. _ ,. ....... ... Haley Fox
Ad Salts Manapr .................. Holly Brockman
Ad Production Mnnapr... ...... Suove Lockndae

a...

Ac:.:ount Rcprec<<'ntntl~"
Mnry \.mt7.er
Tan1n1y Mcl(,nnoy

Maroncb D<x:k•ry
Ho"' Jnm,..
Da,·id Ro&:rl'l

Mikcr Sum1u£>...

Chnsta Tudd

Gradute .u...ta.ni-.--.• U& Harrbon
Orville Hemd oo
C"-rlfeWan1
Ad vl,.r.....................................AIIn Landini

Ad Production A~htanuo
J on Ath.,nan •
(.;rC'jl lhrr ly
l.aum Pnu11h<rtv
Mel!"'"' O.,n..,~

Ho" J.•m••
John York

Gn·11 o,rord

hosts the event; the Food Services staff
prepares the refreshments; the deans
narrate the story of Christmas; students
raiHe thell' voices in song; the art
students create the decorations; and
many volunteers decorate the tree and
arrange the event.
The Stroup family extends greetings
for this holiday season and wishes each
of you a safe trip home. This campus is
lonely without each of you, so please
return quickly!
Kala M. Stroup
President
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FEEDBACK------------------------Outcome of Judicial Board case
angers students, prompts letters
'l'o the Editor:
Being a firm believer in this country's
judicial system, I have noticed that
many people throughout history have
questioned the overall effectiveness of
the JUdicial process itself. I have often
wondered why people were so skeptical
of the judicial process, especially since it
has at least survived the test of time.
But the reasons behind their skepticism
are aware to me now, due mainly to arecent decision rendered by the Murray
State University Judicial Board.
The judgement was made on a case involving three MSU basketball players
who collectively committed a dormitory
violation against not only two MSU
students, but also, in my opmion, the
University. One would reasonably exp~cl that an incident of this magnitude
would not be taken lightly in terms of
the punishment given to the players by
the University. Apparently, though, the
judicial board felt that it was quite unnecessary to strictly punish the three
players for consciously committing a
violation. Unfortunately for those of us
who consistently hve within the boundaries of the law, the three players were
merely placed in "disciplinary probation" for one year. Also, the players were
suspended from seven games, but this
order seemmgly came from somewhere
withm the ranks of the athletic
department.
Obviously, Murray State has placed its
reputation at risk. It is undoubtedly a
disappointment that such a fine learning
institution has allowed this incident to
slip through the cracks of the judicial

process. The basketball player11 represent MSU both athletically and promotionally. They help to recruit both prospective players and students; they may
be role models to young children; and
they aid in bringing money to the
University by playing basketball. And
what does the University do for them in
return? Among other things, it pays for
their tuition, room, board and books so
that they might earn a college degree.
Because some students are not fortunate
enough to get their college education
paid for, the players should be thankful.
Gt·anted, most of them are in fact quite
grateful; there are those, however, who
are not - or at least they have an extremely peculiar way of showing it. Instead of expressing their thanks, three
key players have caused defamat ion to
the University through publicity on not
only the violation itself, but also on the
University's reluctance to invoke
str icter punishment in dealing with the
players who committed the VIOlation.
The players, in essence, have stabbed
the University in the back and rubberl
its nose into the ground.
Now that judgment has been rendered,
nothing can conceivably be done by Mur ray State to alter the judicial board's
decision. The t hree players will remain
on only one yea1· of "disciplinary probation" and they will still be allowed (after
a seven game suspension) to play basketball, thereby r epresenting the University for what it stands for a nd for what it
will allow. As a result of the decision, the
door has unfortunately been left completely open for whoever chooses to commit such a violation. These people who

may decide to commit similar violations
at MSU will now know that, if caught,
they will merely receive a smack on lhe
back of the hand and a year of
"disciplinary probat ion," or at least that
is what they should receive, especially
since a precedent has now been set at
Murray State University.
David R. Martin
Junior
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article
that appeared in the Nov. 20 issue of The
Murray State New~ concerning the three
members of the men's basketball team
who were suspend~d because of a "dormitory violation." First of all, I cannot
understand why this issue did not
recetve the coverage t he students
deserve. I feel that the News has adequately reported previous incidents of
this type associated with other athletic
teams. Why would a major sporting
event like men's basketball not be given
at lenst equal coverage?
Secondly, I can't understand why lhree
men with such God-given talent and a
free education would feel the need to
engage in such an activity. The penalty
for their actions is to sit out seven
t·egular season games. Honestly, any
other student committing such a viola·
tion would have received more than a
"slap on the hand."
If this is what Racer athletics is coming to, I prefer to have no part of it.
Thank goodness 1 am graduating in
December so I will not have to watch
these violators -play basketball'
Kirsten Schmidt Senior

Student complains
about food service
To the Editor:
Food service on campus is usually
adequate and the complaints that
students have are usually small. There
is on<> problem, however, that should
be addressed. The Stables coffee house
has been getting progressively worse
as the year has worn on.
Recently, a friend and I went to the
Stables as a break from the cafeteria
rush. Waiting in line at the Stables is
a common event so I am not complaining about that. The thing that I am
complaining about is the food.
I ordered a bacon cheeseburger,
onion r·ings, iced tea and an ice-crenm
warne, and my friend ordered a bacon
cheeseburger, large Pepsi and fries. ·
We began waiting about 5 p.m. At 5:45
we received our food . Mine was sent
back because they sent fries instead of
onion rings. After another ten minutes
my order finally came. Both of our
orders were ice cold.
After taking two bites out of my
bacon cheeseburger I discovered that
there was no bacon on my burger. My
friend had no ba<'on either. By this
time we were both in a n ill mood and
wanted to get my warne and leave.
I infor med the waitress that I was
ready. to get my waffie. She took my
ticket and left after telling me I would
have it in a few minutes. Thirty
minutes later I had not received my
waffie and lost my temper. In short, I
left the place.
I hope someone el'\ioyed my warne. I
didn't. The Stables used to be a treat to
go to. The food was good and the ser·
vice was good. It's not that way any
more.
Tom Hays, Sophomore

Bradley Book Company
across from Ordway Hall

We buy college textbooks any time our
store is open! We guarantee top prices for
your u sed textbooks. We will buy back
your books even if Murray State has
stopped using them! Once you are
pre-registered, bring in your schedule
and let us order your books for the next
semester and save $$$.
$30FF
$30FF
All Textbooks Discounted
IDC 102 Books

ENG 102 Books

--:::========···· . .~a.:.========:;'l
11

ftMnn~

ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The A1r Force has a spec1al pro·
gram for 1988 BSNs If selected,
you con enter active duly soon
after graduation -without wa1hng
for the results of your State Boards.
To qualify. you must hove an
overall ·a· overage After comm1s·
sioning, you'll oHend a five-month
internship at o major Air Force
med1cal facility It's on excellent
way to prepare for the wide range
of experiences you'll hove serving
your country as an A1r Force nurse
officer. For more information, call

8 inch pizza with one topping
and cheese PLUS
16 ounce soft drink

only$3
tax and delivery charge included
.50 charge for each additional topping

...

FAST-HOT DELIVERYB egins at 4p.m.
Ilo.m.·llp.m. Monday.Thurwlay
lla.m.-la.m. FridtJ:y-SaturdtJy
4p.m.·l1p.m. Sunday

SSgt Cynthia Elia
(501 )985- 2225 Collect

510MainSt.

753-2975
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U.S.D.A. Choice craln Fed Beef
Untrlmmeci-Whotesate cut

..s..te\y sadsfted
If you are not com....-~ith any meat or seafood=~se
from this store. simply ng ~n
ndwe wt\\
proof of purchase a
glad\y refund double your
purc.hase price.

Whole
Top Sirloin
pound

arvan Hickory crest Whole

U.S.D.A. Crade 'N Holly Farms
Family Pak Mixed Parts of

Boston Butt

Boneless
Hams
pound

Frying
Chicken
pound

Pork
Roast
pound

Hamburger
Patties
s poundsfor

S199

J9C

S119

S599

IS· lb. BOX ONLYU

Houser Valley

fit

Buy one 20 oz. loaf of
Kroger auttercrust

WHITEBREAD
at the reautar retail of95c
and recreve the second

All Variet ies Betty Cr oeker
supermolst t.a~r

cake

Mixes

20 oz. lOaf absotutely •• •

FJtOO!

C40' OFF LABELl Mountain

All Vegetable

c
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Yellow

Tradlttoltal or HolneStYie Krottr

Potato

Spaghetti

6.5-7 oz. can
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Flour
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k
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Olllolls ......................:
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ts S269

Red

Potatoes ..................:

AI varieties Glade or GlaCie 1

1 ply, 500 et., 165 SQ. ft.;

Air
heners

CharmIn
Tissue
Crollplrg.

ggc

ggc
~

Mild. Sharp, Pizza or Mozzarella

RE'g or With Chives Kroger

Margarine Quarters

Fruit on The Bottom

Shredded

sour
cream

Blue
Bonnet

Kroger
Yogurt

Sl

J9C

Cheese

8 oz. tubs

80Z. pkg.

Sll9

2
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1·1b. pkg.

8 oz. tubs

2
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Let'sgo Krogering for the best of everythingincluding the COST CUTTER price!
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Bonds purchased Budget.--------------------in order to finance Continued from Page 1A have problems with shortfalls
and we know that the incoming
our buildings, but the one thing governor has said there ,.,;u be
I&T construction

WORLD VIEW
Cuban prisoners take hostages

:Murray State University accepted 'B proposal Wedne~day
for the purchase of $14,785,000
in revenue bonds at. an interest
cost of7.8767 percent to provide
financing for construction of the
Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry and Technology.

OAKDALE, La. - More than 1.000 Cuban inmates, reacting in
outrage to the pro~>pect of being deported to Cuba under a new im·
migration agreement, took over the Federal Detention Center in
Oakdale, Nov. 22. They seized about 30 hostages and set fire to
most of the prison's 14 buildings. Mario Ortiz, a spokesman for the
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service, said
Smith Barney, Harris Upnegotiations were going on with the inmates. On Nov. 29, after the
shaw
& Co., Incorporated, subeight-day seige, the inmates released 26 hostages. This ended the
second longest prison seige in the country's history. Story courtt>sy mitted the bid, which was ap·
proved by a committee of three
of The New York Times.
Regents authorized by the full
Board on Nov. 17 to issue the
sale of the consolidated educational buildings revenue bonds,
Series G.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti -U.S. observers, Tuesday, blamed
the army for the campaign of terror that thwarted Haitian elecThe successful proposal
tions. Calls increased for multinational intervention, led by the specified the lowest interest
United States, to oversee national elections that the government cost among the five bids submitclaimR it still intends to hold before a Feb. 7 constitutional ted.
deadline. Sunday, violence against voters forced the calling off of
the nation's fit·st free election in 30 years. After the polls opened
Sunday, at least 34 people were killed and 75 were wounded when
gunmen and soldiers set fire to polling stations, confiscated ballot!>
and attacked voters with guns and machetes. Story courte.~y of The Continued from Page 1A
Courier-Journal
The last time the weUdry
\
issue came to a vote was in
1985. The city remained dry by
a vote of 3,560 to 2,843. The
WASHINGTON - Republican Congressional leaders Nov 19 i!'sue also came before voters in
strongly criticized a proposal to invite Mikhail S. Gorbachev to ad- 1971. The results were 2,649 to
dress a joint meeting of Congress. Bob Dole of Kansas, lhe Senate 1,410.
"We think the community is
Republican leader, said Gorbachev's appearance before Congress
could stir an "ugly scene" and urged President Ronald Reagan to more tn favor of it at this time
seek an "alternative" forum for the Soviet leadel', who will visit than they have been in the
the United States for a summit meeting Dec. 7-10. The criticism of past," Yancy said. "It's an op·
a possible Gorbachev appearance came as Administration officials portunily to help Murray out
said Secretary of State George P. Schultz would meet next week in economically and help the
Geneva wilh the Soviet Foreign Minister, Eduard A. Shevard· Univet·~:~ity too."
Only voters registered to vote
nadze, to resolve remaining differences on a treaty banning short·
in
Calloway County will be able
and medium-range missles and to review the summit meeting's
to sign the petition or vote on
agenda. Story courtesy of The New York Times.
the is~ue, Stubblefield said.

Election ends violently in Haiti

Petition- - - -

Republicans object to invitation

they say is 'how do you keep
those folks' and 'you must do
something with the salaries."'
Stroup said that accreditation
businesses say the same thing
concerning accredited programs
- in order to maintain the pro·
grams, quality faculty are required; and, in order to keep
quality faculty, institutions are
going to have to pay more.
Members of the Budget
Review Subcommittee on
Education and Interim Joint
Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue agreed that facul.
ty salaries were a primary concern in Kentucky and said it is
a problem expressed by many of
the universities they have
visited.
"Every institution's primary
concern is to get the salaries up
to some level where we can hold
what we've got and maybe be
able to recruit somebody else,"
said Rep. Tom Jones, D·
Anderson, M~rcer, Spencer
counties.
"Murray State is not alone in
this request," Jones said.
''You're at the bottom with the
others and we're aware of it."
Jones said that Kentucky is
looking at "major economical
problems, maJor corrections problems, serious human resout·ces
pressures and tremendous
education shortfalls.
"I am not holding out much
hope unless we can find con
siderable additional revenue,"
he said.
"We have to be honest," said
Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Madioon
County. "We are in for a tough
two years because we know we

no tax increases and would veto
any tax revenue measures that
we might pass.
"We will do the best we can to
find as many resources as can
possibly be found," Moberly
said . "But we must face the fact
that the next two years may be
very grim."
In addition to the statements
about faculty salaries, Univer·
sity officials presented requests
for the new Martha Layne Col·
tins Center for Industry and
Technology and the Center of
Excellence for Ecosystems
Studies.
Dr. Kenneth Winters, dean of
the College of Industry and
Technology, said the new
building should depict its
occupant.
"When you enter our campus
and you see that structure it
should be somewhat indicative
of what is going on in the
building," Winters said.
Jones said that when the idea
for the Centers of Excellence
originated, the subcommittee
did not support it because it was
not well defined.
"As it turned out," he said,
"the individual universities
were able to present a bett.et·
idea of what they thought the
Centers of Excellence ought to
be than the Council of Higher
Education was able to explain."
Jones and Moberly agreed
that Murray State's presentation and concept of the Center
was more than they thought it
would evet· be.

Subby's

Make service calls 8 a.m.· 5 p.m.
All kinds of mechanic work,
service car, oil change and
winterizing.
Mectuanic on duly until 5 p.m.

Subs-N-Yogurt

· Rcg1ster lor free trip to the Bahama's

llours: 6:30a.m.· 8:30p.m. Monday- Friday
SaLurday open unci! 8 p.m.
Closed Sundays
Phone:

SAVE

753-2593

25 °/o

When you think of SUBS
Call S-U·B-S
753 ·SUBS

CITY STREETS, BUGLE BOY JEANS
City s•reets and Bug'.e Boy work from fhe
boftom up for the perfect gift tor hlm
Choose from tho sty1ish trouser Of Jeans.
City Streets pleated trousers

RIChmo~
Oollc

c:::J

Subby's

*

=rn D-.
~

t:=:2

Reg. S2SSALE $17.99

Bugle BOy corgo pocket jeans

Reg $32 SALE $23.99

For your convenience during finals week
Need somewhere to study-

go to Subby's

Extended hours- Open until 4 a.m.
VVednesday-VVednesday

.-------.
·

FREE

Delivery orders must be called in
a half hour before closing .

Coffee to walklns

FREE delivery to campus

JCPenney
Store Hours· Mon,-Sat 9 a m.·9 p.mSun. 12.30-5~0
:
'

-

Phone 759-1400
Catalog 1-800-222·6161
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Armstrong tours countries
of volatile Central America
By ALICE DOSS
Staff Writer
The policy of being innocent
until proven guilty is taken for
granted by many Americans. In
countries such as El Salvador,
Honduras and Nicaragua. a person is guilty until proven
innocent.
The judicial sy~>tems along
with the issues of human rights
in these countries were examined recently by a delegation of
five state attorneys general and
Robert Ulitle, former U.S. Ambassador to El Salvador. They
were invited to Central
America by the commission on
United States-Latin American
Relations.
One of the members appointed to the delegation was
David Armstrong, Kentucky's
Attorney General and an alumnus of Murray State.
Armstrong, along with at·
torneys general from Texas,
New Mexico, Colorado and Kansas, went to Central America
Oct.30 -Nov.IO to gather information and to make suggestions to the Reagan Administration on their findings .
Armstrong said several Central American countries'
judicial systems arc more
Napoleonic in nature than
democratic.
A writ of habeus corpus,
where a person is released from
prison until his hearing, is not
enforced in these countries. A
person remains in jail until his
hearing.
In examining the police force,
·'we found that they are not as
professional as we set• in the
states," Armstrong suid. The
military in thf'se countries enforces domestic tranquility.
The delegation was not allow·
ed to enter any of the prisons,
but from the out~ ide "they were
the worst that you could im·
agine," Armstrong said.
"Ther·e have been allegations
of torture and starvation ofboth
political and criminal
prisoners," h~ Raid.

Task force
to study
MSU parking
Robert R. Ramsey Jr., interim
vice prel:iident for finance and
administr·ative service~, has
formed a task force to study the
parking situation at Murray
State and to recommend improvements that could be made.
Members of the task force are
Eddie Allen of Mayfield.
representing the students; Dr.
Oliver Muscio, associate professor of chemistry, representing the faculty; and Gordon
Burris, custodial foremanuf the
physical plant, representing the
staff.
The task force invites su~mes
tions and comments from those
persons interested in improving
this aspect of campus life.
Please send written sugges·
tions or comments to the
representatives by December
18.
Their addresses are Allen,
Student Government Association, Curris Center; Muscio, 414
Blackburn Science Building;
and BulTis, Physical Plant.

Christmas just would not be the
same without the

Murray State News ADVERTISMENTS!

we left San Salvador, El
Salvador, a bus was bombed in
front of our hotel."
111 Wilson Hall
762-4478
On Aug. 7, the Arias Peace
Plan wa!l signed by five participating presidents from
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Guatemala and
Honduras.
The peace plan includes
Finest quality gas, oils, and
specific steps designed to bring
greater political freedom;
antifreeze. Self service and full
amnesty to political prisoners;
service. Kerosene, ice, cold drinks,
cease fires .in guerrilla wars; a
snacks, and maps. Chevron and
cut off of outside aid and use of
bank
cards accepted. Open 7 days a
territory to assist rebel groups;
week, 6 a.m.- 10 p.m.
and the establishment of
democratic conditions including
South 12th St. & Story Avenue 753-1615
freedom of the press.
The deadline for compliance
with the peace plan was Nov. 7.
The delegation was in Central
America during this time to
witness the results of the signing of the agreement.
One step toward democracy is
the declat·ed amnesty - the
release of an political prisoners
from 1981 to the present and :
the opening of the newspapers
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
and Roman Catholic radio
641 S. Murray
stations.
753-4582
"Overall. these countries
have great poverty," he said.
"Ninety percent of the people
live on a yearly income below
$800.
"These countries can become
democracies because there is a
great opportunity for improvement in the quality of life of our
neighbors and we can improve
national security.'' he said.
Armstong is a native of
Louisville. He graduated from
Murray State in 1966 v.;th an
area in social studies and a
mmor in English.
He g1·nduated from The
Univer!lity of Louisville's law
school in 1969.
Armstrong tmtered politics in
1975 when he was elected Com·
rnonwealth Attorney of Jefferson County. In 1981. he was
elected president of the National District Attorne y..;
As~ocintion and in 1983 he was
elE-cted Attorney General fol'
the state of Kentucky.

J & S Chevron

Chevron

•

David Armstrong
The people living in these
countries are sometimes taken
from their homes and made to
confess to certain crimes even if
they did not commit them.
Left- and right-wing death
squads arc still in operation in
El Salvador, Arm~trong said.
The human rights issue was
also examined while the delegation was touring the three
countries.
''We were llUpposed to meet
with the head of human rights
on Nov. 1, but he was
assassinated Oct 28 in front of
his home,'' Armstrong said.
The rights of innocent people
are being violated when their
villages are destroyed by the
destruction of war, he said.
The delegation went to the
war-torn town of La Trinidad in
the Estli region of Nicaragua.
"We could hear the gunshots off
in the di!ltance,' ' AI·mstrong
said.
The Nicaraguans that they
talked to were not supportive of
the Contra!:! or the Sandinistas.
''The loclll people said, 'If the
United States slops funding the
Contras. the wur would end and
there would be peace,"' Arm·
strong said .
"There were no outward signs
of animosity toward us as
Americans," he satd, "but the
state departnwnt had concern
fot· our· "afntv The day before

Brenda·s
Beauty Salon

A PROFESSIONAL

PERM

CAN CHANGE YOUR LOOK, YOUR
ATTITUDE... AND MAYBE YOUR liFE

I.

ScRtTpLE,~

Our "Touchless Automatic "~
Car Wash
No Brushes

No Scratches

PROFESSIONAL SALON PRODUCTS

cflal'C.cut~
Ctr.

, etc..

'

ASH

514 South 12th (Next to 0 & W)

<::J.c:z
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Join Our Video Club Today!

(!"\
~

(1\

Rent two videos and get a 21iter bottle of
any Coke product FREE!
~

*Fr ee member ship during GRAND OPENING.
*All children's videos $1 all week.

*--------~----------$
p·'77. ar
'Bakf,rg Specia{s

Buy two in-store made
deli pizzas and get a 2liter
Coke product FREE with
...dP!Iil-lllllil coupon below.

$:-------- •
e

Mix or match all varieties of
donuts. $2.49 per. dozen

~-

. ··-· - - -~!-:----

ood Sh ope

Live Maine Lobsters
Fresh Select Oysters
Fresh Catfish Fillets

$6.99 lb.
$3.89 10 oz.
$3.891b.

----------------------------~
Piggly Wiggly is now your party or special occasion
headquarter s. We now make party trays and
have the lar gest selection of Gourmet Cheese in M urray.

South 12th and Glendale
753-9616
Store Hours:
Open 7 a.m. to
Midnight
7 days a week.

r----~----------~------------~

I
I
I
I

'

I
I
I
I

I'
I
I

PIGGLY WIGGLY
ONE FREE 2 liter Coke pro<fuct
with the purchase of TWO in-store
made deli pizzas.
(Must present coupon)
South 12th and Glendale
~

753-9616

Hours: 7 am. to Mdnight
7 days a week

~----------------------------4
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Geoscience co-sponsors
national awareness week
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

The release of more than 500
balloons and various lectures by
several international students
from Murray State were just
some of the events that occurred
during National Geography
Awareness Week, November
15-21.

The nationwide program,
which recognizes the impor·
tance of increased geographlc
instruction in the nation's
schools, was sponsored locally
by the department of geosciences and the Center for Inter·
national Programs at Murray
State. Murray, Calloway County and Farmington schools were
also involved in the program.
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
the department of geosciences,
said the balloon launch experi
ment involved the release of
500 helium-filled balloons from
sites at Mw·ray State, Murray
Middle School and Calloway
County Middle School. The
balloons caiTted reply cards
that included the longitude and
latitude of the launch site and
the name and school of the

they are underrepresented.
..We're trying to get our pro·
'!'he department of special fession more balanced out,"
edu{'ation at Murrav State she said.
Allan Beane, associate proUnivea·sity has been awarded
two federal (,'l'ants. totaling fessor of .:;pecial education, is
over $480,000, by the Office of spearhl•ad ing the "alter
Special Education and native ce1·lification grant"
Rehabilitation Sen·ict•s in the project, which will provide
U S. Dt>partment of about $95 ,000 a year fm· three
years.
Educat.ion.
The program, Beane said. i:;
Cherie Richardson, assist a nt profes~or of speech for people who are nh·eady 1 n
language pathology. said to the teaching profession and is
apply for the grant.s. memben; designed to help them achit·ve
of the department. had to certification in !-lpecial
write a proposal which includ- education.
As incentive, the grant
ed a plan of action de;;cnbing
how the money would be used money will pay for their tuition, travel and substitute
if it were rl.'ceived.
When fund~ are available, teachers so they can come to
the agenc.Y sends out requests Munay four Fridays and four
for proposals that mclude Saturdays each semester for
guadelines on how to put a 18 months to work rn the
program
project together.
Also, the grant will fund in·
" If the agency decides the
plan lS valuable, they support teractive computer techni·
the project," Richardson said. ques and telecommunication!l
"The process takes six to 12 as they apply to special
months , depending on education.
"If there is not enough
competition."
Richardson is in charge of response from the t.eachers,
the first grant which provides the department will recruit
$71,000 a year for three ft·om campus. seeking new
years. This "multicu It ural graduates to be in the pt·o·
tt·aining project" grant will be gram as graduate students,"
ust>d to defray expenses of Beane said. "We're excih·d
minoraty students who have about the program and it's go·
an interest in studying com- ing to fill a tremendous need
in this reg1on."
munkation disorders.
Beane said there is an "ex·
Also, the money will fund
research m dealing with dif. treme shortage'' of special
ferences in langua~::e and education teachers in
dinlects which are t.he result Kentucky.
'·One of the most exciting
of regional. cultural and
ethmc differences and will aspects of receiving these
design and implement funds is that they wilt, for the
therapy procedures for most pan, go directly to our
minority children who are students lo help them with
communicatively tuition. provide ~tipends and
even travel money for educa·
handicapped
In addition, Richau·dson honal experience,'' !'laid Dr.
said, the money will assist in Viola Miller, chairman of the
"training minority students department of specaal
in speech pathology where education.
By TIM PENA

Staff Wnter

Bei~Rir

Bel-Air Sho pping Cente r
Slacks, skirts, sweaters, sportcoats and light jackets

ALLS!.50EACH

Suits (2 pc.)- $2.50
Vest - 75¢

The purpose of the intcn·iew
is to acquaint the borrower with
the repayment. plan, obligations
and provisions provided by the
~SL .

To schedule an interview,
phone the Student Loan Office
at 762-2669 or 762-2690.

For Holiday Decorations See Us

All employees, at the Univer·
sity and in Murray, who are
subjL>ct to the federal Social
Security tax !FICA) will be af.
fected by an increase in the tax
rate as of Jan. 1, 1988, !laid Al
Choate, chief accountant in the
department of accounting and
finance.
The increase wj}l be from 7.15
percent to 7.51 percent.
Choate said most students are
not affected by the social security tax, but those who are will
see a change in their net
paychecks.
The federal income tax rates
have also changed. which will
affect employees' net paychecks
dePC!nd ing on \vhether they are
on tht low or high end of the
pay scale, Choate oaid.

Phone: 753-1515

llON. 12th

Captain

o·s

4can Eat For$ 8
Use these coupons one at a time or all at once.
Either way you'll get four delicious meals for
only $8.

r-------------------------~
1
Two tender fish fillets,
:

Fish & Fries

'
:

fo r
only

$1 99
•

1

..,.,..,. ...,:; 12118/87

'

Not good with any o1her

natural cut french fries
1
and 2 southern style hush •
puppies.
'

special or discount.
1 (at
participating Captain D's)

1

Captain D's,
a ereac lUCk au food pl~ct-

I

I

I

:---------~----------------~
Fish & Fries Two tender fish fillets.
:
1

•

1

FICA tax rate
to increase
next semester

Plain Dress- $2.50
Long Coat- $2.50

Laundromat hours: 6 days a week 7 a.m.· 10 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. • 9 p.m.
Store ho~JJT. 6 days a week 7 e.m.- 6 p.m.

Loan office
requires
interviews
Murray State students who
bon·owed from the National
Direct Student.. Loan Program
or the Nw·sing Student Loan
Program during college and are
planning to graduate, transfer
or leave the University need to
schedule a departure interview
with the Student Loan Office if
they have not been contacted
yet.

Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

c

"Th~ .~nternational students
students who released the
loved It, Park said. "I observed
balloons.
Ten thousand were released a few of them and they showed
nationwide and finders of the slides and talked about their
balloon~:~ are requested to fill in lifestyles."
the landing location, including
Park said the student:. had
longitude and latitude, and
many qucshons to ask the
mail the card to the National
Geographic Society for analysis speakers and, in addttion, the
international students got a
and mapping.
chance to visit American
"The purpose of the balloon elementary and high schools.
release was to teach students
The week was declared by a
about the weather process and
how to look up the longitude joint resolution of the U.S. Conand latitude of thei r gress and was signed by Presihometown," Weber said. "It dent Reagan. Calloway County
was meant to get people Judge Executive George Weaks
and Murray Mayor Holmes
communicating.
Ellis signed a joint proclama·
"One of the growing reasons tion in conjunction with the na·
for geography awareness is the tiona! declaration.
importance of international
Nationwide surveys have
issues today and, as a part of
that," Weber said, ''I contacted found that 75 percent of
Helen Park, adviser for interna- Americans cannot locate El
tional students, and asked her Salvador on a map, 63 percent
to contact the area high cannot name the two nations in
volved in the SALT treaties and
schools."
95 percent of college ft·eshman
Park said 25 international tested cannot locate Vietnam on
!ltudents from Murray State a world map.
visited Calloway County, Mur"Through listening to people
ray and Farmington schools
during the week and talked to of other nationalities, we can
students about their own learn more about the world,"
Weber said.
cultures.

Special education grants
awarded to department

--

'
i

I

for
only

$1 99

:>Ire

•
1:- ·• ~ 187

natural'cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush :
puppies.
1

Not good wllh any other
special or discount.
(at participating Captain D's)

CaDt a Ift D'5
a erufluu.. ae.alood plu c'

'
I
I

:~-------------------------1
Fish & Fries Two tender fish fillets,
'
1
1
I
:
I

for
only

$1 99
•

h,Jires 12/18/87

natural cut french fries
I
and 2 southern style hush :
puppies.
1

Not good wl~h any other
spectal or discount.
(at participating Copt on D's)

Captain D's•
.a rrutlllllt Mafood ,,~,

I
1

.J

1~~-----------------------Two tender fish fillets.

Fish & Fries

1

:
1
I
I
1

$ 99
1

tor
only
•
1
· .. ~ '"'5 12/16/87

:
natural cut trench fries
1
and 2 southern style hush 1
puppieS.
:

Not good with any other
special or discount.
(at participating Captain D's)

caetaln D's,
a 1ru little M.Jfood plan

I

I
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Cao
ainD's.
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Letting your hair down
Experts (s)tress romantic styles
for favorite holiday hair looks
By LISA GLASS
Assistant Campus Life Editor
By ANGIE WATSON
campus Life EditOr

'

The holiday season offers a break from
routine for most students and that means
breaking out the part.y clothes and creating
a hairstyle to complement the festive mood.
The hairstyles for this Christmas are
throwbacks of the Gibson Girl days sweet, simple and romantic: Hairstylist
Sheila Strong of Regis Hai1·styles in the
Kentucky Oaks ::\1all said chignons with
wtspy curls framing the face and French
braids are two of the most requested styles
fOI' the festive season .
"They're asking for u :-oft, sexy, feminine
look," she said.
Women with short hair have just as many
options with the vast number of hair gels,
mousses, glazes und spt·ays. Within a few
minutes, women can fashion tendrils just so
without worrying about stiffness. Harper's
Bazaar beauty experts said the latest pt·o·
ducts emphasize texture and add gloss and
bounce rather than stickiness.
Hair coloring and highlighting can add
pizzazz to any partygoer's tresses. "Most
people color their hair to brighten it up, for
a change, or to cover gray hair," said Renee
Bolen, a hairstylist at Headlines Hair
Designs in Murray.
With semipermanent colors, wash
in'wash out colors and coloring gels and
mousse. women can transform their locks t.o
vibnmt colot'S for a night · on the town .
Vogue beauty editors define shades of red
and brown a:> t.he knockout colors of the
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Local hairstylists said highlighting is the
most popular among their clientele.
If hair coloring is not your style. ban·et·
tcs, bows, combs and scarves may be just
the thing needed to jazz up your holiday
l-lcene.
Barrettes have expanded beyond the
plastic school·girl accessot·ies and are now
fashion statements in tortoiseshell. pearls
and rhinestones. Silver and gold barrettes
al'e among popular item,s at Maurice's in
Murray, said manager Tamara Outland.
Bows come in a variety of sizes and
fabrics such as silk, velvet and grosgr ain.
For an uptown touch, faux pearls and other
ornaments have been added to the basic
bow. Oversize bows also ,a dd a break from
tradition.
I
"The big bows look good with t he classic
hair style," said Lisa Morris of S hear
: Lunacy.
Banana combs are not as popular as they
were earlier in the year, said area hair
1
stylists.
As New Year's Eve a pproaches, it is "in
with the new and out with the old."
Hair~;tyles take on the personality of the
day - lively and flamboyant. Strong said
Regis' customers ask for glitter highlights
in their hai1· and don a more sophisticated
look.
"ll's a little bit wilder for New Year's
than Christmas," said hairstylist LuRetta
Garrett of Master Cut in the Kentucky
OukH Mall.

\·.
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We're proud
ofyou!
Love,
ITKA
Little
Sisters.
Photo by TIM NOLCOX

CANDACE POLSGROVE, a senior art major f rom Union City, Tenn., browses through racks at
Yours, Mine and Ours In search of bargains.

B8rgain hunters find haven
in second-hand 'junk' shops
By RICK HUDSON

Staff Writer
The day after Thanksgiving
marks the beginning of the
Christmas countdown, other·
wise known as the four-week
search for the perfect gift.
If the thought of rubbing
elbows with hordes of fellow
shoppers and spending large
amounts of money for gifts is
not your style, there is still
hope.
For those who want a new
challenge in finding Christmas
gifts, "junking" is a convenient
alternative.
Junking is the term used for
the searching out of clothes, fur·
niture, toys and other articles
which can be bought second·
hand or from pawn shops.
Junking is a bit different from
normal Christmas shopping
because the items are usually
less expensive. The average
price for an article of clothing at
Yours, Mine, and Ours in
downtown Murray ranges from
$5 for a second-hand designer
shirt to $15 for a designer
sweater.
What kind of people shop at

second-hand stores and what some Christmas junking. Bennmotivates these people? Sue ingfield and Taylor draw their
McCoart, the owner of Yours, junking experience from freMine, and Ours, defined her quent shopping excursions to
clientele as "very nice" and as the Unique Thrift, a secondhand thrift store in Louisville.
"smart shoppers."
Those items that do not make
Taylor, who wore a baggy,
it. to the Christmas tree are second-hand black suit, was
given to the Seventh and Poplar looking for a gift for his
Church of Christ charity clothes girlfriend, Benningfield. "I've
bank. McCoart said. The store only got $20 to spend," Taylor
also supplies tragedy victims said, "and you've got to get
with clothing at no cost, she something for the little woman,
said.
even if it is junk."
These second-band stores
Upon entering Yours, Mine,
receive their merchandise not and Ours, Debbie was quick to
from factories, but from people spot a turqouise and gold shirt
selling their used clothes.
which she said was "really
"The store sells everything on chic."
The designer shirt,
consignment or re-sale," Mcwhich would normally sell in
Coart said, "and splits the department stores for around
money earned 50/50 (with the
$30, was marked at $15.
person selling the used
Benningfield and Taylor, both
clothes)."
experienced
junkers, found
Quality of the used clothing is
also very important, McCoart many low-priced articles rangsaid. "We're very picky, and we ing from an Izod belt priced at
try to be selective (of the clothes $1 to a $10 pair ofboots described by Taylor as "Bon Jovi"
purchased)."
Ben Taylor, a freshman art boots.
McCoart described junking as
major from Shepardsville, and
Debbie Benningfeild, a "today's fashions at yesterday's
freshman art major from prices." Benningfield and
Louisville, were eager to do Taylor simply said, "It rocks."

AUDITIOrtS '88

I . . 1 LAn

Set the stage for your career In entertainment!
For the 1988 season, Oprylond will castmorethon 400tolented
performers, instrumenta!ists, stage '!'anogers, ?nd stage ~rew
members in a dozen lov1sh productions feotunng every kmd of
American music. We wont talent that spa rides with showmanship
and professionalism.
You'll work with top professionals and polish your performing
skills before on audience of over 2 million in one of the notion's
music capitals... Nashville... Music City. USA!~ You'll get good pay.
And best of all, the opportunity to step into the limelight like numerous other Oprylond veterans including members of "Restless
Heart," M.ory Elizabeth M.ostrantonio, Cynthia Rhodes, and "The
Girls Next Door:"
No appointment is necessary. A piano accompanist, record and
cassette players will be provided at auditions.
For more information on any of our 23 city auditions, contact
Oprylond Entertainment Deportment,
2802 Oprylond Drive, Nashville, TN 37214.
(615) 871-6656, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (CST)
Monday through Friday.
NASHVILLE, nNNESSEE
Sa1urday. December 12, 1987, 11:00-3:00 p.m.. Sunday,
December 13, 1987, 11 :00-3:00 p.m., Sunday, January
N

3, 1988, 11 :()()..4:00p.m., Saturday, January 9, 1988,
11 :00-4:00 p.m. All Nashville auditions will be held at
Opryland USA in the Acuff Theatre. bke the Opryland
Exit (;; 11) off Briley Parkway and pork in the guest
parking lot.

Boss ' album spins tales of adulthood
As the title suggests, Bruce
Springsteen's Tunnel of Loue is
a dark, mysterious roller
coaster ride into the frightening
world of love and commitment,
a world which Springsteen
himself is all too familiar with.
Springsteen climbed aboard
the roller coaster in 1985 with
his marriage to model Juhanne
Phillips and Tunnel of Loue, his
ninth album, seems to be a selfdisclosure about his own fears
and doubts following his
marl'iage
Along with his bachel01·hood
goes Springsteen's arena-style
rock that made Born in the
U.S.A. a success. Springsteen
replaces this with hard-hitting
but quieter music which comments more on the changes in
his own life: n wife, middle age
and wealth .
As a result, the album is his

most "sensually direct work to
date;· according to an article in
the Sept. 24 issue of Rolling
Stone magazine. The album is
well-arranged and feature!\
music performed mostly by Springsteen without the aid of the
E Street Band.
Brilliant Disgu1se. the first
single, has fared well on the
charts although the album has
not "sold like a Springsteen
album," said Allen McClard, a
senior from Murray who works
at Sunset Boulevard Music.
Sales should pick up with the
release of other gems on the
album such as Tougher Than
the Rest and the album's title
track.
Springsteen acknowledges
the fact. that he is now a
wealthy man, but he is also
aware that he is !'till vulnerable
to fear and loneliness. On When

REVIPJJ
You're Alone, he warns himself
to be prepared for the fall if it
should come ~cause "nobody
knows, honey, where love goes,
but when it goes, it's gone,
gone, gone."

This is not an album concern·
ed with hometowns or glory
days; this is a more centered.
focused look at the recent
changes in Springsteen's life
and the doubts and fears it has
produced
But like Springsteen's other
works, it is lyrically strong at
the heart, which should be encouraging to fans who have
KJ'Own up with the "Boss" and
are riding the roller coaster
with him.

-Marl: Cooper-

T
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Student Discount Card
Show card and get
an extra 50¢ off already
discounted price.
' Name
The World of Sound
222 s. 12th

Fried Chicken Special

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

A COMPETITOR In the broc busting division takes a spill at the Nov. 19-21 rodeo at the West Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center.

MSU rodeo team rounds up
hours of practice, competition
By ALICE DOSS
Staff Wnter

Urban Cowbov showed
Americans a kind of glitzy Wild
We1:1l full of cowboys with
squcaky·clean boots and the
ability to ride a mechanical
bull.
Howt!ver, for the students on
the Murray State Rodeo team.
the life of a cowboy or cowgirl
means getting your boots dirty
now and then.
The team competes in events
like calf roping, barrel racing,
steer wre~>lling, goat tying,
bareback riding, bronco busting
and bull riding.
In addition to actual competi·
lion, team members spend long
hours preparing fot· their
events.
"Everyday you practice roping, training your horse and
keeping hun healthy," said
Nancy Zipf, a sophomore
animal science major from Spr·
ingfield, Mo.
"Getting t·eady for a competi·
tion takes mental preparation,
staying in shape and avoiding
injuries," said Randy Littrell, a
senior agriculture science major
from Litchfield. ill.

"Even though we compete
against each other, we help
cheer each other on," Littrell
said. "There is a closeness
among us and we slick
together."
Perhaps one of the most
ch·amatic and dangerous t!Vents
of the rodeo is bull riding.
Despite injuries to his legs and
ribs during the last seven years
of competition, Littrell said he
still enjoys the rodeo.
He has also traveled all over
the Midwest competing in dif,
ferent rodeos. Rodeo members
can compete in as many as
50-60 rodeos a year.
For some members, competing in the rodeo has been a
way of life.
Zipf learned about the rodeo
at an early age; both of her
parents were on the rodeo circuit. Her mother was crowned
the 1954 rodeo queen at
Madison Square Garden in New
York City, she said.
She carried on the family
rodeo tradition when she
qualified for the national rodeo
in barrel racing and breakaway
calf roping during her senior
year in high school. Zipf has

been riding for 19 years and
competing in rodeo events fot·
11 years.
~ipf competes in breakaway
calf roping, goat tying and bar·
rel racing on the rodeo team.
''My goal one day is to he in
the finals of the professional na·
tiona! rodeo," she said.
Preparing for rodeo events
takes time and effort but the
benefits extend beyond the
challenge of competing.
"Being in the rodeo gives you
an opportunity to meet new peo·
ple and travel to different
places," said Scott Suver, a
freshman agriculture engineer·
ing major from Benton.
Suver competes in calf and
team roping.
"You practice mostly on rop·
ing and perfecting this skill,"
Suver said.
This was Suver's third competition as a member of the
rodeo team.
The Murray State Rodeo team
competed Nov. 1921 against
schools from lllinois, Tennessee, Mississippi, Missouri
and Arkansas at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center.
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3 piece chicken dinner
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1-o. thi9h and wing,
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The Dakota

" A Full Service Famlly Resteraunt "
1510 Chestnut St.
759-9755

AlPha Phi
Salutes its Fall Pledges ...
Jamie Anglin

Lisa Ford

Mindy Baird

Alicia Fusom

Leslie Borge

Margie

Chr isty

Dawn Givens

Brazee

Girten

Chris Buchanan

Melissa Herndon

Missy Conger

Teresa

Tracy

Kim • Livingston

Davi s

Cheryl Disney

Jenkins

Darcy Lorenzen

Movie 'dances' its way to top
If you have not seen Dirty
Dancing yet, you do not know
what you are missing.
The Vestron Pictures film,
produced by Linda Gottleib and
directed by Emile Ardolino, is
one of t he most enjoyable pictures you will be able to see this
year. If you miss it, you should
regret it.
The movie stars Jennifer
Grey (Ferris Bueller's Day orr)
as Baby, a young girl who
thinks she can join the Peace
Corps and change the world,
and Patric k Swayze (
Youngblood, North and South)
as Johnny, the dance instructor
at the resort Baby and her fami·
ly are staying at during the
summer of 1963.
The action starts when Baby,
along with her parents a nd
sister, travel to upstate New
York to vacation at Keller·
man's, a middle-class establish-

ment featuring bingo and ~;huf
fleboard for entertainment.
Baby thinks t he whole place
is a drag and does not realize
how much fun she can have until she meets J ohnny a nd t he
rest of the "dance people." She
is intrigued by their dancing,
and wants desperately to be
more like them because they
are so different fr om her.
Her father deeply resents her
association with Johnny, and
although Baby struggles bet·
ween the feelings of both of the
men in her life, she does not
seem to feel that she can please
both of them at the same time
without tearing herself in half.
If you have an ounce of emo·
tion in your body, this movie
will make you laugh a nd cry.
You will get angry. You will get
happy. Chor eographer Kenny
Ortega did such a good job with

REVIBN
the performers that you might
even want to get up and dance
in the aisles.
The fllm bas been criticiied
for inaccuracies in relation to
the way it really was in the early 1960s, since t he main target
audience was born in t he later
1960s a n d early 1970s.
However , they probably will not
be aware of a ny inconsistencies
that may exist in the film's
costuming, choreography or
musical score.
After all, we can be sure that
t he film is not intendfd to be a
documentary depicting history.
It is meant to entertain a nd get
the audience involved by sharing t he e motions of the
characters. And that is exactly
what it does.
- Jeannie Brandstetter-

Tamml McCord
Samantha Roberta
Jeannine Smith
Lynnett Williams
Laurie Wilson
April Winkleman
Michelle Wise

and Bordeaux Beaus!
Paul Davia
Shawn McClure
Tony Renz

Jimmy Barnett
Tim Broun
Matt Brooks

MSU students find fun
south of the Ky. border
By KAREN GAllAGHER
Staff Wnter

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

JENNIFER BATES, a senior from Murray High School, and Dina Ritchie, a senior dance minor
from louisVIlle, practice a rout ine for the MSU Dance Theatre.

Dancers prepare for festival
By ROBIN CONOVER
Staff Writer

Members of the Murray State
University Dance Theatre will
represent Kentucky in the
American College Dance
Festival M arch 10-13 in
Jackson, Fla.

take cnticism.
"There are 32 dancers this
year, which is larger than
usual," she !'laid.

the company for two years.
"You dance to all types of
music and leam many types of
dances,'' she said. Taylor is
choreographing four dance
videos for MSU's TV-11 which
feature the dance company.

Balzer said she does some
recruiting for the company.
''The quality of our dancers
seems to Improve each year,"
Future goals for Taylor include having a free school of
"This is the first invitation she said.
Most dancers in the company dance fot· minorities. "We never
tile MSU Dance Theatre has
received from the ACDF," said a1·e enrolled in various dance had anythi'tlg like t hat when I
Karen Balzer. artist director of classes that are open to anyone was growing up," she said.
who wants to dance. Murray
the theatre.
The dancers put in long hours State offers a minor in dance.
The dance company recently
of practice each week, she said.
performed
in Kiss Me Kate Nov.
Dance classes include ballet,
" Hard work and an a lmost jazz. dance, contemporary 18-21. Other projects include
l'very day commitment is im- d_a nces and choreography.
the videos, a performance at a
Mur ray nursing home in
~J1.ant to being a successful
dancer," Balzer said. "Dancers
Darlene Taylor, a sophomore December and the spring dance
also must h~ve the ability to from Fulton, has danced with concert in March.
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Although Murray State
students make up only about
1 percent of the Keg's total
business, the restaurant can
be filled with 150-200 Murray
State students on a typical
Friday night, Homra said.
The Keg aLc;o offers students
a bit of nostalgia.
Former students have been
known to bring their children
and grandchildren in for a
vi:;it to the restaurant, Homra
said.
"Students never forget the
Keg," he said. "They keep
coming back."
"I like the 75-cent
Michelobs and the really laidback atmosphere," said
Jerome Richardson, a senior
from Clarksville, Tenn.
"It doesn't look like it, but
you can have a really good
time there" he said.

your area. Many Immediate
openings without waiting list
or test. $1 5,000-$68,000.
Call (602) 838-8885. EXT.
4852

FREE

It's filled with Christmas ornaments,
beautiful collectibles and gifts, heavenly
edibles and more!

2-Liter Pepsi
and
Extra Cheese
with the purchase of any
large pizza-original crust

GIFT WRAPPING AVAILABLE

Friday, Saturday, Sunday & Monday
Dec. 4-7

STUDENTS ...
Do your Christmas Shopping with us
BEFORE you go home!

Westside Court Square

On Saturdays, the Big Apple features rock'n'roll bands,
mainly from ~ashville, Tenn.
The most popular band used
to be Johnny Few, until the
band leader moved to California, Danielson said. Now the
biggest attraction is the
Claim Staken; band (formerly
the White Animals).
On band nights, about 25
percent of the crowd is college
students, Danielson said.
The Keg Bar and Grill in
Fulton is another area
establishment offering a
relaxing atmosphere to Murray State :;tudents.
The Keg, a Fulton tradition
for over 50 years, is famous
for barbecue sandwiches,
white beans, hot tamales and
chili, said Fred Homra,
manager and former owner.

"HI Rl NGl GoYemment jobs

Santa Has Opened
His Attic!

Santa's
Attie

"Going South" is the eter·
nal party cry of Murray State
students looking for an escape
from the "dry" atmosphere of
Calloway County. But U.S.
Highway 641 South cnn lead
to more than a six-pack of
beer from a liquor store.
There are cozy little
restaurant/bars along the
route which provide a friendly
atmosphere where people can
just sit and enjoy good conversation and a pitcher of beer or whatever.
"Good food, good company
and good beer" can all be
found at the Big Apple Cafe in
Puryear, Tenn., said Diana
Johnson, a senior from
Paducah.
The Big Apple, known simp·
ly as "the Apple" to its
patrons, draws in Murray
State students with a popular
selection of Mexican foods
like bean rolls with beef,
beans or chicken.
"Sometimes my friends and
I get in our minds, 'we've just
got to have a bean roll,' and
then we're off to the Apple,"
said Gwen Lerch, a senior
from Waterloo, lll.
"The Apple i.g the closest
place I can go with my friends
to sit down. relax and get
away from a school environment," said David Clark, a
junior from Lexington . ,
" It's not fancy, but it is a
nice environment and I don't
have to spend a lot of money
to have a good time," Clark
said.
The college crowd varies
from day to day, said Robert
· Danielson, manager at the
Big Apple. Overall about 40
percent of t h e Apple's

customers are from Murray
State, he ~aid.

Dine-In, Pick-up, or Free Delivery

Your friends at Mr. Gattis thank you for your
business in 1987 and wish you a happy and
prosperous 1988!
During finals week we hope you will take a pizza
break at Mr. Gattis.
The best pizza in town. t-/6He.U:-/
,
Chestnut St.

753-6656
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Hair-------------,---Continued from Page 11 A
One of ti)e most 1mportant
elements of a chic "do" is
healthy hair. The lower
temperatures and humidity can
dry out hair during the
wintertime.
Bob Stogner, ownet· of Head·
Quarters in Murray, said acidic
moisturizer is one of the most
effective safeguards against dry
hair. "Moisturizing is impor·
tant but most people don't take
good care of their hair and the
hairstylist has to deal with the
damage," he said.

sibte for 60 percent of the structural strength of the hoir, he
smd.
An emolient moisturizer is a
sure bet for treating dryness,
Stogner -mtd. The moisturizer
adds water molecules to the cortex, which is a necessity for
healthy hair.
Oil treatments, nowt"ver, are
not as effective because they only coat the damage, he 'laid.

New year hair tips
• Stogner: The look of 1988 will
be "contained chaos," meaning
the modern cuts will have a
casual look with spunk.

Coloring and pet·ming hair
may also damage it if precau·
tions are not taken, Stogner • Strong: Men's hairstyles will
said. The chemical processing call for shoulder-length hair by
exposes the outer layer of the spring.
hair, and as a result, the cortex, !
the second layer of the hair, ex- • Stognet·: Pageboys, bobs and
pa~ds and release~ stored 1 asymmetrical haircuts will sur·
moJsture. The cortex ts respo~; 4 vive the new year.
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753-0881
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You rcmemher She ·was
always there when you were
frightened . And if you got hun,
she was standing by with bandages. Wouldn'Lit feel good
ro talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Servire probahly
costs Jess than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
acustomer service representative is always standing
by ro talk to you.Just call
r

ENDS SOON·SEE IT!

FATAL
ATI'RACTION

~
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
RUNNING
MAN

1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

VHS Movie and Rentals
Over 2500 Movies
$2 Rentals-Members
Membership $3 with
Student I D

Cheri Theatre Lobby

ATa.T

The right choice.

.

P ~· C K ET .: ~,. .
Some
Cash

Book Buy Back
Starts Dec. 7
.

.

Buy Back Hours
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
762-4388

University
Bookstore
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acers open season 2-1 ,
Martin gets 1 ,OOOth point
By KEVIN PATTON

Ed1tor
The Racer basketball team
improved its record to 2-1 with
victories over Christian
Brothers College and William
Penn College.

Sports

The Racers downed Christian
Brothers 82·69 with strong
defense in the first hulf and 35
points from forward Jeff Martin, a junior from Cherry
Valley, Ark.
Near the end of the first hau·.
Martin scored the 1,000th point
of his career, the 19th Racer to
do so.
"We did what we wanted to do
on the defensive end in the first
20 minute period," said head
coach Steve Newton. "I was not
pleaged with the letdown in the
second half.

"l can't fault the effort in the
first half," he said. "Ow· game
plan was to go inside and we did
that cal'!y."
by ROBIN CONOVER

RACER GEORGE KIMBROUGH, a junior from Louisville, looks for
an open man In the team's game with Southern Illinois
University.

Fot·ward Chris Ogden, a
sophomot·e ft·om St. Louis, Mo.,
scored 22 points and grabbed 13
rebounds to lead the team.

"Chris has been in our program two years. so he has nn
idea of what needs to be done,"
Newton said.
The Racers suffered thetr first
loss of lhe young ~;eason at tht~
hands of Southern Illinois
University, 77 70.

BASKElBALL
The game was close
throughout with the ~ore tied
at 67 with t.wo minutes left. The
Salukis scoJ·ed 10 of the last 13
points to capture the victory.
Experienced players were the
difference in t he game, Newton
said. With veteran point guard
Don Mann, a junior from
Dyersburg, Tenn., and two
junior college transfers. Loren·
zo Doyle, a junio r from
Charleston, Mo., and Linzie
Foster. a junior from St. Louis,
Mo., sitting out a seven-game
suspension, Newton was lefi
with less experience than he
would have liked near the end
of the game.
"We threw some youngsters
out there," Newton said, "and

although we played hard, \\'C
made a couple of choices late in
the game that experienced
plnyet·s don't make.
" Lendcrship at the guard
position is critical." Newton
sa1d. "You can play without an
experienced quar terback. but
it's harder to coach without an
experienced quarterback."
Martin again led the squad in
scoring with 34 points. Center
Carl Sias. a senior from Alexandria, La., added 10 points for
the Racers.
Ogden lt.>d the Racers in rebounding with l'ight. while Sias
grabbed =-even.
The Racers opened their
1987-88 season with a 97-49 victory over William Penn College
Nov. 27.
Martin led the team in scoring with 21 points, Forward
Doug Gold, a sophomore from
Flemingsburg, added 13 and
A.J. Menscy, a sophomore from
St. Louis, Mo., scored 11.
Ogden led the Racers' reboun
ding efforts with 10. Center
Robert McClatchey, a senior
from Memphis, T~nn.. pulled
down eight rebounds.

Ladies open with three wins
By MARK YOUNG

Wnter
The Lady Rnccrs captured
first place in the third annual
Hawaiian 'fropic Classic Tuesday and raised their record to
3-0 on the season.
The team claimed a 77-67
come-from -behind win over the
University of Ten nessl'e Chattanooga in the champion ·
ship game. The squad reached
the championship by virtue of a
86-60 win over Western
Carolina University Monday.
Last Ft·iday, the team
defeated tho Universily of
Tennessee-Mart in 70·61.
Sports

14 unanswered points to tak~ a
61 -47 lead and ne\'er looked
back.
Guard Sheila Smith, a juniot·
from Memphis, Tenn.. led the
Lady Racers with 26 points.
Center Jeannie Pollman. a
sophomore from Bartelso, Ill..
and forward Michelle Wenning,
a freshman from :\ew
Washington, Ind.. added 13
The momentum continued in- points ench and hauled in 12
to the second half as t he Lady and 11 rebounds respectively.
Smith also led the team in
Racers scored the first eight
points to take a 39-36 lead. UT- scor ing with 26 points in the
Chattanooga went up 49-47 first. game of t he tour nament.
See LADY RACERS
with 12 minutes left in t he
game. Mun ay State then scored
Page 48

In the championshiP. game,
UT-Chattanooga led by as
many as 10 points in the first
half. but the Lady Racers came
up with a late surge before
halftime and closed the gap to
36·31

WOMEN'S
BASKE1BALL

Largest senior class finishes
football career with Racers
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports

Editor

Twenty-four seniors, the
largest senior class in Racer
football history, played t heir
final game Nov. 21 against
Austin Peay.
" They are great kids," said
head coach Mike Mahoney.
"I'm going to miss them, not
just. their ability, but their
attitude.
"They leave here with an
OVC championship and four
winning sea sons," Mahoney
said.
• Bill Bir d , a fullback from
Cape Girardeau, Mo., ranks second on the Racers' all-t ime
touchdown list with 22 and fifth
on the scoring list with 132
points. Despite missing most of
the season with if\juries, Bird
still ranks 11th on the career
rushing list with 1,283 yards.
• Rickey Brewer , a defensive
tackle from Jackson, ended his
senior season with 33 tackles,

giving him 127 in his four-year
career at Murray State.
• Kirk Brunson , a safety from
Evansville, Ind., collected eight
interceptions during his career
and is tied for tenth on the
Racers' career interception list
with teammate Tim Broady and
Bill Green, who played in the
1960s. Brunson bad four interceptions and 81 tackles t his
season, which is fifth on the
team. He joined the Racers as a
walk-on aft er s uffering a
serious knee injury in high
school.
• Willie Cannon, a running
back from Sarasota, Fla., heads
the Racers' career touchdown
list with 28. Cannon is second
in scoring with 174 points and
is third in rushing with 2,370
yards. He led this year's team
in r ushing yardage and was
sixth in the conference with 537
yards. Cannon scored s ix
t ouchdowns during his senior
season. During his career, he
had four 100-yard games, with

his career-high 155 against
Morehead State University in
1983.
• Brian Collins, an offensive
gua rd from Carnegie, Pa.,
recovered from a knee injury
during t he Morehead State
game last season to regain his.
starting position this year.
• David Dercbe r , a punter
from Leawood, Kan., concluded
his fourth season as the team's
punter. He has earned the
reputat ion as one of the top
punters in the nat ion in Division 1-AA. Dercher has a career
punting average of 40.1
• Nate Downey, a defensive
tackle from Franklin, wor ked
his way otT the scout team into
some playing time 1uring his
senior season. Downey finished
the 1987 campaign with five
tackles.
Photo by DONNA JACKSON
• Derrick Fenc ber, a tight
end from Apopka, Fla., ended LADY RACER VANESSA GRAY, a Mnlor from Princeton,
preparn to lhoot • free throw during the first. round of the
See SENIORS
tt.w.U.n Tropic Claulc. The L..dy Rllce1'8 defeated Western
Page 48

Carolina University, e&-eO.
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Racers set records during victory over Govs
~y

KEVIN PATTON

Sports Ed1t0r

\

The Racer~ used a 40-0 victory
over Austin Pcay State Unive;.
sily Nov . 21 to insure
themselves oC a winning season
nnd to :<ecure several records.
The victory pushed the team's
record to 6-5 overall and 3-3 in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
This marks the Racers' fifth
straight wmning season, one
which head coach Mike
Mahoney said was a feat in
itself.
"That's something to maintain anywhet•e," he said,
"unless you're Nebraska,
Oklahoma or Penn State."
Place kicker Paul Hickert., a
senio1· from Clearwater, Fla..
set an OVC record for most
points scored in a career with
263. Hicke.rt's fourth quarter
23·ynrd field goal broke the
record set by Kelly Potter of
Middle Tennessee State U niver·
sity in 1984.
"It's a credit to the whole
team," Hickert. said. "Their
hard work got me the chance t~
break it. Without them I
couldn't have done it."
Quarterback Michael Proctor,
a sophomore from Sylvester,
Ga., also set the school's single
sea11on passing record with
2,375 yards. The t·ecord was set
by Matt Haug in 1969.
"He's the best in the league,"
Mahoney said. "I don't know ifl
Photo by ROBERT PIRTLE
would tJ·ade him for anyone in
GUARD RICHARD WATSON, a sophomore from Mt. Vernon, Division 1."
N.Y., looks for someone to block as the football comes by
This was also the final game
overhead In the team's final game with Austin Peay State for 24 Racer seniors, the largest
University.
senior class in Racer history.

Ladies ready for holiday games
By RICKY THOMPSON
Sports Writer

The undefeated Lady Racers
are preparing for tough and
crucial games over the holiday
vacation.
The schedule includes the
Stet;:;on Classic tournament.
Dec. 31-Jan. 2 and the Ohio
Valley Conference opener with
Tennessee State University
,Jan 9
The Lady Racers begin holiday play against t·egional rival,
the University of Evansville,
Dec. 21. Lady Racer head coach
Bud Childers sa1d that
Evansville will be a real test for
the team
"I think that game will get us
ready to play on the road in our
conference," Childers said.
Aller a five-day break, the
Lady Racerg will return to
prepare for the Stetson Classic
tournament. Murray State is
one of seven teams invited to

the tournament at Stetson
University in DeLand, Fla. The
Lady Racers play the Universi·
ty of North Carolina-Charlotte,
Miami (Ohio) University and
Marshall University. The winner of the tournament will be
the team that records the best
record during play.

WOMEN'S

BASKETBALL
"The three teams we play are
extremely tough," Childers
said.
Although the Lady Racers
play three games in three days,
Childers said he is anticipating
the trip to Florida. "The trip
will give the team a chance to
become closer," Childers said,
"plus we are all looking forward
to a stop at Disney World."
Following the trip to Florida,
the Lady Racers return to Mur·
ray to begin conference play
against Tennessee State. a
Murray State Uaiver5ity
MutrdV KPni L("ky

BREDS

BASEBALL
CARD SHOW
IID~t!: o Jl~~ Jlg)~~

newcomeJ' to the ovc.
"It's nice to be opening the
conference schedule at home,"
Childers said.
"It's important to get off to a
good start in conference play,"
he said, "because it's tough to
rebound from a poor start.
"It's very important that we
play well against Tennessee
State, that's for sure," Childers
said. "If you're going to win the
conference champ ionship,
you've got to win your home
games."
After winning the Hawaiian
Tropic Classic tournament, the
Lady Racers continue to set
their sights on the OVC title.
"I think our team is right on
schedule," Childers said.
"Although there is room for
improvement in some areas,
especially the area of offensive
execution," Childers !'aid, "the
Lady Racei'S are heading in the
right direction."

lf

"You hate to see them go out
without two OVC champion·
ships and another shot at the
playoff.<;," ~fahoney said. "I saw
the~e guys come in as freshmen .
I'm going to mis:; them, not just
theit· ability, but their
attitude."

FOOISALL
The Racers' opening drive
ended with a 1-vard touchdown
run by Proctor.·
Later in the lirst quartca·,
Hickert added a 22-yard field
goal to give the Racers a 10-0
lead
Rickert kicked a 48-yard field
goal early in the second
quarter, and with 21 seconds
left in the half, fullback Bill
Bird, a senior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., Rcored on a
2 -yard touchdown run .
Hickert's extra point gave MUJ·-

ray State a 20·0 halftime lead.
Bird's touchdown was the
22nd of his career, which is good
for second place on the career
touchdown list at ~urray State.
Tailback Willie Cannon. a
senior from Sarasota. Fla.,
scored the first point-; of tho second half on a 4-yard touchdown
run. The touchdown was Cannon's 28th. which is the most of
any Racer since Murray State
entered the OVC.
Hickct'l added another field
goal near the end of the .third
quat·ter to give the Racers a
30·0 lead.
The Racers opened the final
period with a 44-yard
touchdown pass from Proctor to
tight end Derrick Fencher, a
senior from Apopka, Fla.
Hickert scored the final points
of the game on his record·
breaking 23-yard field goal.

Racers earn conference,
All-American recognition
Three Murray State players
were named as first-team Atl·
Ohio Valley Conference
players.
Placekicker Paul Rickert, a
senior from Clearwater, Fla ..
wide t•ecei ve t· Stan Icy
Howard, a senior from
Brooklyn, N.Y. and center
Marshall Sills, a junior from
Washington Crossing, Pa.,
were all placed on the fit·stteam.
Tight end Derrick Fencher,

a senior from Apopka, Fla., of·
fensive tackle Greg Hurd. a
senior from DeLand, Fla.,
linebacker Willie Prather, a
senior from Walnut, Miss.
and quarterback Michael Pro·
ctor. a sophomore from
Sylvester, Ga., were all
awarded honorable mentions.
Howard was voted fit·st·
team All-American by NFL
scouts, while Hurd was
selected for the second team
and Hickert was given an
honorable mention.

.-----------------;····
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WANT MORE
THANA

DESK JOB?
Looking for on exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
con join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
MSgtHines
901- 276-6412 Collect

BE A STAR
Make your own recordings at our
soundproof recording booth at

Featurl•!l future Hall ol Famer

GAYLORD PERRY ..........
INFORMATION

loultOf1 - Tl\to C unll c~nlfr Mutt~ SI•Jt•
o..-..ov. Mun.,. Kv IChntnul Sor..n
U•.m Spm

Show,.,_ _

F .

or mfonnauon:

Murray Rental & Sales

5()2/ 762 6800

Gorwool - - •• Sl 00

~- ~~~AM.~~~~~~

200 EAST MAIN

753-8201
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Basketball receives attention Players get suspension,
Much has been said about the
basketball players that were
l'uspcnded and our covemge of
the suspension.
The rcal'on that we did not
have a story detailing the
suspension is that we did not
have any sources to back up the
rumors that were going around
campus.
No one could talk about the
incident until the judical board
met on Thursday night Nov. 19.
The N<'ws was already printed
by the time the board meeting
was completed. There is not
much I can do about that.
Most of the circumstances of
the hearing have not been
released ond that i!:l the reason
for the lack of coverage on the
situation.
·
I had heard many t·umm·s
about the situation. Naturally,
many of them were faille;
however, some of them were
true, but we cannot wl'ite a
news story based on rumot·s and
hcar.s ay. That is shoddy journalism and is not fair.
Miny people have said that
the players should have been
gi\'en a toughet· .sentence,
perhaps suspended for the en ·
tit·e season, not just seven
gameR. 1 guess n good ole public
flogging is out of the question
I agree with the decision of
the judical board. If the players
had been suspended for a
season, they would not lose any
eligibility and would be able to
play two mo•·e years.
With the eight-game suspen·
sion, they will miss enough
games to discourage them from
doing something like this
again, but the rest of the team
will not suffer as much. If the
three had to miss the whole
season, there is no doubt that

COMMENTARY
By
Kevin

Patton
the entire team would sufler.
Is it fair to penalize the whole
team for the actions of three of
its members?
Similiar situations have OC·
cured at other universitie& and
the violators have been able to
return to action with penalties
similiar to, or even less than,
the ones the Racer players
received.
Athletes, like most other pee·
ple, have been given a second
chance, and deservedly :-o,
when they do something wrong.
Murray State is the rule, not
the exception, which is good to
know since we would rather
follow the crowd instead of do·
in~ something unique.
For example, the toilet paper
that came out of the crowd after
the Racers scored their first
points Monday. This has long
been a tradition is many schools
in the East. Come on guys,
think of something original.
First of all, there is an Ohio
Valley Conference t•ule that
prohibits throwmg objects onto
the floor. If such an action does
occur, a technical foul could,
and should, result.
Second, someone could get
hurt by a flying roll of toilet
pape1'. I doubt it, but it is
possible.
Third, it is just plain stupid. It
slows the game by having to
clean ofT the floor. Besides,
toilet paper has much better
uses than to be thrown onto a
basketball floor.

Thill action does show spirit,
ma\·be. But I am sure the
players would appreciate your
spirit more if you got off your
rent· ends and cheered instead of
hurling toilet paper at their
head;;,
Perhaps the best way to show
spirit for the basketball team is
to go to the games. It may seem
to be a ways ofT, but before
classes stnrt again the Racers
will be on national television.
The Racers will meet Eastern
Kentucky University Jan. 16 at
11 p.m. in Racer A•·ena on
ESPN.
Now folks. this is a big deal.
How many times do you
remember Murray State
basketball being on national
television? At Racer Arena,
even?
It is important to have a big
crowd at this game, not only to
support the team, but also to increase the chances of having
this opportunity again.
A big. enthusiastic crowd at
the Eastern game may lead to
another televised game next
ycat·, which gives the team
more exposure, which helps
rec•·uiting, which helps improve
the team. An improved team
should get more television
exposure.
The exposure is good for the
University as a whole, not just
the basketball team or the
athletic department. It helps
the school's name to come
before prospective students and
their parents around the
country.
So mark your calenders for
Jan. 16, as soon as you come
bock from Christmas break. Put
on your best clothes, brush your
teeth, smile big for .the came•·a
and wave to Mom. Who knows,
you might even see a good
game.

probation from board
Three 'Murray State basketball players have been placed
on a one-year probation and a
seven-game suspension as the
result of a dormitory violation
Nov. 8.
Don Mann, a junior from
Dyersbw·g. Tenn., Lorenzo
Doyle, a junior from
Charleston, Mo. and Linzic
Foster, a junio1· from St.
Louis, Mo., will remain on

Arena Jan. 9 to meet the
challenge of Tennessee State
Assistant Sports Editor
University, a veteran team who
Although most of the student
Newton calls the "sleeper" of
body will be on theit· way home
the Ohio Valley Conference.
for Christmas following finals
Western Kentucky Universi·
week, there are a few young
ty, always a national power,
men who will have to put their
travels to Murray Jan. 12 to
holiday season on hold.
continue their rivalry with the
Racers.
"Western always has a great
Coach Steve Newton and the
Racers will travel to the Cajun team," Newton said, "and they
Dome in Lafayette, La., Dec. 18 have a rich basketball tradi·
to defend their championship at tion. They'll be tough."
With students returning to
the Bayou Classic. The Racer's
first-round opponent will be campus Jan. 13, Newton said he
Eastem Washington Universi- hopes to have a large crowd at
ty, with the winner playing the Racer Arena to greet Eastern
victor of the Southwest Loui· Kentucky University, the
siana University-Northwest preseason pick to win the OVC.
·•we hope to have a big turLouisiana University game.
Of the three, ~ewton said he nout," Newton said. "This
expects Southwest Louisiana to should be one of the mo;;t attractive homestands that we've
be the toughest.
"'They (Southwest Louisiana) ever had.
"All of the teams are high·
just came off an upset win over
Georgia of the Southeastern powered offensive teams, and
Conference," Newton said, "so we'll have to be hitting on ull
we expect them to be really cylinders to beat them,"
Newton said.
tough."
Having the team "hitting on
The Racers then have a short
b•·eak before coming back to all cylinders" should be easier
Murray to face Bethel College, when three players sitting out
brief suspensions return to the
a Division II school, Jan. 2.
They travel to Memphis Jan. Racer lineup.
Don Mann; a 5-foot 8-inch
5 to square ofT against the
Tigers of Memphis State junior point guard from
University, a team Newton said Dyersburg, Tenn., Lorenzo
he thinks will be one of the Doyle, a 6-foot 3-inch junior
Racers' toughest foes this guard from Charleston, Mo.,
and Linzie Foster, a 6-foot
season.
Murray State returns to the 6-inch junior forward from St.
friendly confines of Racer Louis, Mo., have all been serv-

BASKElBALL

After a hearing by the
University Judicial Board,
the three ~ere placed on a
one-year probation by the
University.
The trio will be able to
ret.urn to the Racers' line-up
Dec. 18 at the Bayou Classic
in Lafayette, La.

Jo-An wishes you
Merry .Christmas
and a Happy
New Year!
lOOS. 5th
on the square
753-9ft:J9

Every day is Sale
Day at Jo-An's

GOLDEN CORRAL
FAMILY STEAK
HOUSE
719 South 12th st.

753-3822

----------------,
GOldenGrilled
ChickenDinner
\Xith Salad Bar

Holiday no break for Racers
By RICH_ARD T()DD

suspension until the end of
the semester.

COOose RegularGolden,'Ieriyaki,orltal.ian

ing the suspension for a dorm
violation, but will return to the
team in time for the Bayou
Classic.
"We've been getting a good effort," Newton said, "but we'll
be better once we get our
players back and we become
more comfortable playing with
one another. Then we'll come
together."

GOODFORALLMEMBERS OFYOUR
PARIY. Not Vahd With Other Offers. At
ParticipatingRestaurants:Iax Not Included

$4.99-_
___.________________

._

•

Explru 12116187

&ca.TheyA!rt:;_

Our three-year and

two-year scholarships wodt

tnake college easier.

Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could fini~il on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for cdur.ational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to SI,OOO
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

CALL

CP~

JOHN KLEMENCIC AT 762-4123, or

stop by Roy Stewart Stadium

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING C<:..lRPS
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Lady Racers welcome
afternoon encounter
The Lady Racers basketball
The afternoon start will
team will host Southwest pt·ecl'dc the Hanging of the
Missouri State Univer~ity Sun- Green at 4:30 p.m.
day a t 3 p.m.
The game will be free to the
The Lady Racers are ofT to a
3·0 start on the young season.
public

LadyRacer·~--------------------------~~continued from Page 1B
Her 52 points in the Classic set
a new scoring mark, breaking
the previous record of 48 she
and Beth Penn from Arkansas
State University set in 1985.
Smith also collected the Most
Valuable Player award, her second in three years.
Coach Bud Childers said he
was very pleased with his

team's performance. •·r thought
we showed a lot of pride and
character in the second half. We
were about a half stPp off of
everything in the first half," he
said, "and UT-Chatlanooga
played greut.
"I think the key lo the game
was our fast breaks in the second half. Vanessa Gray ignite-d
us early in the half, and we
were able to get Sheila Smith

the ball," Childers said. ''It's
always comforting to know that
you have veterans who can br·
ing you back."
The Lady Racen; travel to
Arkansas Stale University
tonight. They return to Racer
Arena Sunday to lake on
Southwest Missouri State
University at 3 p.m. and host
the University of Arkansas·
Little Rock Dec. 8 at 7:30 p.m.

Senior·S------------------------------------------------------------------------Continued from Page 1B
his senior season with 277
reception yards and two
touchdowns. The longest play of
his career was the 44-yard
touchdown pass from Michael
Proctor during the Austin Peay
game two weeks ago. Fencher
was given an honorable men·
tion by the Ohio Valley Con·
ference this season.
• Billy Guyton, a linebacker
from Memphis, Tenn., had 43
tackles at his outside
linebacker position during his
senior season. Guyton was
fourth on' the team in passes
broken up with four.
• Freddie Harr is, an offensive
tackle from Tampa, Fla., is one
of the largest linemen on the
team this season . Harris, at 270
pounds, transferred to Murray
State from Taft Junior College
in Taft, Calif.
• Paul R ickert, a placekicker
from Clearwater, Fla., set
almost every record imaginable
during his four-year career.
Hickert ended his stint at Murray State with 74 consecutive
extra points, a conference
record. He ab'lo set the conference scoring record wilh 263

points. Naturally, he holds the
school records for scoring, most
extra points, most field goals
and most consecutive field
goals. Rickert set the NCAA
Division 1-AA record for the
longest. field goal with a
62-yarder during the 1986
season. However, that r ecord
was broken during this past
season. He was named firstteam All-OVC this season.
Bickert was also given an
honorable mention in a poll conducted by NFL scouts.
• S teve Hill, a defensive tackle
from Houston, Miss., finished
third in tackles with 106 and se·
cond in sacks with four and onehalf. Hill was fifth in the OVC
in tackles for a Joss with 12 for
47 yards. He a lso scored a
touchdown on a kickoff return
against :Vlorehead State.

scored three touchdowns for the
Racers this season. He finished
eighth in the conference in pass
receiving with 3.1 reception per
game and was named first·team
All·OVC for the second year in
a row. Howard was also chosen
as a first-team All·American by
NFL scouts.
• Greg Hur d , an offensive
tackle from DeLand, Fla., was
named OVC offensive lineman
of the week several times during the 1987 season, including
the last week of the season.
Hurd was chosen as an All-OVC
honorable mention. The NFL
scouts also chose Hurd as a
second-team Ali-AmeJ·ican.
• Terry Key, a linebacket·
from Paducah, missed much of
the season with a neck injury.
Key had two tackles on the
season.

• Stanley Howard , a wide
•·eceive1· from Brooklyn, N.Y., • Ken t Lapa, n defensive end
led the team in receiving this from Kamloops, British Colum·
season with 682 yards. He bia, Canada, fini:>hed fourth on
finished his career in second the team in tackles with 103,
place on the career reception Lapa led the team in sacks with
yardage list with 1.681, eighth seven and one-half and also led
on the reception list with 74 and the team and the conference in
12th on the touchdown li!'lt at ·tackles for a loss with 19 for 93
Murray State wtth 12. Howard yards.

• Jay Lutz, an offensive guard
from Sarasota, Fla., spent most
of his senior season as a back-up
at both guard positions .
However, Lutz did make a few
starting assignments.
• Willie Prather, a linebacker
from Walnut, Miss., fmished se·
cond on the team and fourth in
the OVC in tackles with 121.
Prather had two interceptions
on the season. He transfered to
Murray State from Northeast
Mississippi Junior College. He
was given an honorable mention by the OVC.

average of 7.9 was fourth in the
conference.
• Joey Spresser, a wide
receiver from Tampa, Fla ., mov·
ed from running back to wide
receiver at the beginning of the
season. Spresser got caught in a
log-jam of good, young wide
receivers and his playing time
was Limited.

• Kerry Stept~r. a linebacket
from Memphis, Tenn., missed
most of his senior sea:~on with a
knee injury, but made his
return to the line.up in the
Homecoming game with
Morehead State. Steptcr finish·
• Brooke Redding, a corner- ed the season with 22 tackles.
back from Brooklyn, N.Y., was giving him 115 during his
a high school teammate of wide career.
receiver Stanley Howard at • Joh n T harpe, a linebacker
Thomas Jefferson High School. from Tampa, Fla., led the team
Redding finished his career and was second in the con·
with 59 tackles, 16 of which ference in tacklE·~ with 139.
came this season.
Tharpe finished his career with
316 tackles, which is fifth on
• Greg San ders, a cornerback the career tackle List.
from Centerville, Ala., handled

the punt return duties for the • David Williams, a fullback
Racers this season collecting from Madisonville, finished his
119 yards. Sanders also had senior seuson with 1-JO yards
fow· interceptions during the receiving and 216 yat•ds
season, with one returned for a rushing, which wa>- fourth on
touchdown. His punt return the team.
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Merry Christmas and Happy New rear
from ths Murrsy St«t• N«ws

Decorating can be made
easy with specialty store
By HOLLY BROCKMAN
Reporter

For some college students,
decorating for Christmas can
be a tough job. Students may
only be decorating their dorm
rooms or a room for a small
party, but favors and centerpieces can still be a hassle.
An aid is available to this
dilemma. The answer is
Santa's Attic located in
downtown Murray. Anything
from tree ornaments to holiday foods may be found there.
Faye McConnell and Agnes
<Todd) McDaniel operate the
store located above English
Sole. "We both love Christmas
and we really ef\ioy the shop,"
McConnell said.

Check us out for new Christmas gift ideas.
• bring in this coupon for 10% off your purchase
• sale items and special special orders not included
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

••..•.........•••...•.•......•.•..••.•.•.•....••
759-1390
I

I
I
I
I
I

The store opened because of
the their love of Christmas
and because of the love they
have for their families. ''We
both love Christmastime and
we love our families too," Me·
Connell said. However, the
store is only open during the
holiday buying season of October , November and
December.

'

14K GOLD
S ERPENTINE
7" BRACELET

Along with all the
Christmas goodies available,
the store carries a wide variety of blue-gold Murray State
items.

WITH THIS COUPON

FREE EAR PIERCING WITH
ANY EARRING
ASE

Santa's Attic has been in
operation since October 1975
and is still going strong.

4mm BEAD EARRINGS
YOUR CHOICE
(WHITE OR YEUOWI

FROM

Santa's Attic is open from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m Monday th•·ough
Saturday and from 1 to 5 p.m.
on Sunday.

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

THESE BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED trees at Santa's Attic
are dressed and ready for the holiday season.

$4

..
---------------------------

MSU Student and Facultv Night
Friday, Dec. 4
6 p.m.-· 9 p.m.
Present I.D. or bring this ad.-Shop and Save.

Dixieland Center

25% OFF

Register for
Door Prize

STOREWIDE
-

FREE Scented
Gift Wrapping.

.

CORN -AUSTIN
Perfect Gifts for

Ev~:ry .

-~ . . . --

£ erson on Your List!!

We have a compl~g~M)J)jQL_·the most popular
brands at very.
gs for you!!
~. . . . .~. . . . .,. .
To ALL MSU·:
.

MERRY
for your busine
I

753-2472

.·

& Staff...

"THANK-YOU
~-~Ver the year!!
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Hanging of the Green ·becomes holiday tradition· over the years
By KIM WADE
Reporter
The Hanging of the Green
was introduced to Murray State
University by former MSU
President Constantine W. Curris in 1973.

The Hanging of the Green
would last around 20 to 30
minutes, Julian said.
Julian said this was done until 1979 when the ceremony was
moved into the Pogue Library.
The ceremony still took place
after the first home basketball
game, be said.

The ceremony began in Ordway Hall, said Frank Julian,
vice-president of student
The choms would again come
development. He said the Hang- in carrying candleR singing the
ing of the Green took place after traditional "Angels We Have
the first home basketball game. Heard On High," Julian said.
"After the game everyone They would walk to the balcony
would go to Ordway Hall," and sing from there. The music
Julian said.
and sound was beautiful in the
library, he said.
In earlier years, the ceremony
was informal, Julian said. He
In 1981, the ceremony was
said the students and faculty moved to the Curris Center,
, wore what they had on at the Julian said.
game.
"It. became an event unto
To begin the ceremony, the itself," Julian said. He said over
chorus would come in singing the years it has increased in
, "Angels We Have Heard On size. He said the first cf'remony
High" and stand on the steps in- in Ordway Hall att ;·acted
side the lobby, Julian said. He around 75 to 100 peoph~. 'It has
said this is still a traditional really taken off with time," he
said.
pat·t of the ceremony.
A minister from the United
Campus Ministry would then
read the Christmas story JUSt as
it is read today, Julian said. He
said after the reading of the
story the Christmas tree lights
were tw·ned on.

Cut trees were used for a
while in Ordway and then for
two or three years an artificial
tree was used, Julian said.

However, a cut tree has
always been used in the Curris
Center, Julian said. The Curris
Center was designed to
Julian said he and Dt·. Curris
facilitate the largest in-door
would then hang two wreaths
above the fireplaces in Ordway Christmas tree in Western KenHall. He said the fires were lit tucky. he said.
"Dr. Curris wanted the center
for the first and only time of
that year to celebrate the Hang· built in such a way that the
ceremony could be held with a
ing of the Green.

huge tree,'' Julian said.
Since 'the ~ Hanging of Uie
Green moved to the Curris
Center, the building is always
decorated from top to bottom,
said Howard Jewell, operations
supervisor of the Curris Cente.-.
Jewell said the decorating
begtns with a cut tree from 27 to
35 feet tall. He said the tall
trees are usually a little harder
to decorate. The first tree in the
Curris Center was 32 feet tall.
Some trees have been so tall
that there was no access to the
top, he said.
The physical plant department is in charge of picking up
the tree, Jewell said. He said
the Land Between the Lakes
donates this tree each year.
Besides bringing in the tree,
the physical plant department
provides the scaffolding needed
to decorate the tall tree, Jewell
said. He said the scaffolding is
four-tiers high on each side of
the tree and is instrumental in
placing decorations on those
"hard to reach spots." Jewell
said the physical plant department also decorates the CutTis·
Center parking lot.
"The custodia! staff lights
everything," Jewell said. He
said all the lights are placed on
the tree before it is placed in the
stand. The staff is also responsible for hanging the red garland
on the tree, he said.
The Student Government
Association holds a party for or·
nament hanging. In previous

yearst home-made ornaments
from variou!! campus organiza.
tions were used, Jewell said.
The only problem was that after
a while they began falling
apart, he said.
rrhe custodians usually hang
most of the ornaments
themselves because the
students get a little shaky on
the scaffolding, Jewell said. He
said the tree, however, has
never fallen over and there has
never been a bad accident while
decorating the tree.
Last year cotton snow balls
were used as decorations for the
tree, Jewell said. He said the
campus upholstery shop was instrumental in making the snow
balls.
Students really do not know
how to decorate a tree, but the
custodians have had a lot of experience, Jewell said. He said if
a student wants to help
decorate, the custodians will
stand back and advise.
Jewell said the SGA is allowed to decorate the tree only
after the custodians have hung
the lights. When the tree is ful ly decorated the physical plant
department takes down the
scaffolding, he said.
"We have a big time with it.''
Jewell said. "It is a lot of fun ."
Last year a four-foot wreath
was hung with a single red rose
pinned in the center, Jewell
said. He said a light was shown
on the rose while the chorus

sang " Lo, How a Rose E're
Blooming."
The actual ceremony is held
in the Rocking Chair Lounge on
a Sunday before students leave
MSU for Christmas. Jewell
said. On Sunday al 4:30 p.m.,
President Kala M. Stroup will
begin the ceremony. he said.
Stroup will welcome students,
parents and the community to
the Hanging of the Green
ce1·emony, Jewell said. The
chorus, directed by Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain, will then come in
carrying candles and singing
"Angels We Have Heard On
High," he said.
Traditional Chl"i11tmas carolli
are also sung by the chorus and
audience, Jewell said .
"However, we have to be
careful about mixing chw·ch
and state."
Stroup then turns on the
switch, Jewell said. "That is
when I almost have heart
failure," he said. Mot·e than
5,000 lights are hung, and we
can only hope they come on, be
said.
Jewell said the Christmas
story is still read and the chorus
still waJks in just like when the
ceremony was held in Ordway
Hall.
The Hanging of the Green
ceremony now attracts between
1,600 to 2,000 people, Jewell
said. He said many people from
other areas come to MSU just to
see the ceremony.
The Hanging of the Green has
become -a tradition at MSU,
Jewell said. "It is something we
should all be proud of."

'During tliis fio{itfay season we wisli to
tlian~you -- our reatfers atuf
aavertisers. 'We liope tliis season will
6ring you plenty of Cliristmas clUe~.
Our past etufeavors liave ttUule us one
of tfie liigliest rankla cofkge papers in
Jlmerica. In 1988 we liope to serve you
even 6etter.
To !Jne atuf ~ Meny Cliristmas ana a
!J{appy 9{f,w 9"ear.

The Murray State

s
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Greetings from the
North Pole
MR. AND MRS. Claus greet
customers at the ent rance to
one of many rooms filled with
Ch r istmas orna ments at
Shirley Florist and Garden
Center.

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

Consumer tastes change every year .
By STEVE COLE
Reporter

Even though Christmas is a
traditional holiday, trends vary
ft·om year to year. From Care
Bears to Cabbage Patch Kids,
people everywhere buy different objects each year.
In Murray, different stores
have different ideas on what the
local Christmas gift trends will
be this season.
Memories is divided into two
sections this year, said Ed
Squires, co-owner of Memories.
"We're advertising a glitzy,
glimmery Christmas in the
front of the store, and a country,
tmditional Cht·istmas in the
back of the store," he said.
Squires said Memories had
added a new gag gift section for
Christmas. This section is full
of risque cards and different gag

tricks unlike the traditional
gifts, he said.
" Murt·ay has never had a sbop
that cat·ries items like this. We
think these items will offer a
new type of Christmas gift for
the shopper," Squires said.
Squires said that personalized
gifts will be trendy again this
year. "Memories will handpaint, monogram ot· engrave
any glass. metal, plastic or
fabl'ic gift.," he said.
Clothing items are popular
gifts every Christmas season.
Jim Etheridge, an employee at
Com-Austin, said that although
the colors may change every
year, Corn-Austin usually sells
four items consistently at
Christmas.
"We usually sell sweaters,
shil'ts (dress and sport), ties and
slacks as personal gifts around

Christmas," Etheridge said.
''They seem to sell the best as
Christmas presents."
Com-Austin also sells sport
coats and suits, but because
these items cost a little bit more
than a sweater or shirt, they
usualJy don't sell as a gift trend,
Ethridge said.
Christmas sweatshirts are
very good ~Uers this time of
year, according to a DennisonHunt employee. Greek-related
gifts such as jackets, sweatshirts and hats are popular this
Christmas season. Gifts for a
fraternity or sorority little
brother or sister are also
popular around Christmas, the
employee said.
Dennison-Hunt is also using
different designs for Greek letters on hats and shirts, the
employee said. ''These new

designs are sort of trendy, and Place in Munay. "We have
people seem to be buying them done really well selling needle·
more."
point stockings and
Besides new designs and logos ot·naments:·
on greek-related items, the
A new Cht·istmas gift tt·end
traditional sportswear like
Nike sweatshirts and Reebok emerging as a popular item is
shoes are e)(pected to sell fairly s hade followers. ' ' Shade
followers are little shades that
well as Christmas gifts.
David Rogers, whose wife you put on top of a candlestick
owns Faye's Monograms and that make it look almost like a
Printed Appat·el in Murray. lamp," Carroll said.
said that the greek jackets and
C a n · o I I sa i d a n o t h e ,.
sweatshirts should sell well Christmas item that is selling
again this year.
extt·emely well for Happiness
Faye's offers a wide variety of Place is paper ribbons. These
designs for T-shirts and sweat- ribbons are used in wreaths and ·
shirts, Rogers said. He said that decorations to give an added
he expects the different greek festive appearance, she said.
keychains, cups and glasses to
be big sellers for Christmas.
With all of the variety of gifts
This year's Christmas is more and stores, local shoppers
of a needlepoint look, said Judy should have no trouble finding
Carroll, owner of Happiness that perfect gift for Christmas.

rte.r-r-y Chr-Lstmas
from ••• MEMORIES~

One Gallon 2°k Milk $1.99
Compare our Gold prices.

Try our deep fried burritos
and egg rolls today.
i 201 Chestnut Street
753-0894

Remember u.s when you.·re 9iJt sfwppLnq
for your f rLe.nd:s.
We carry....
Cla9 ClLfts
f'raternLty am! SororLty 'Ltems
Stuffed: A.ntma[s
Chrtstmas Ornaments
ClLft WrappLn9
ClL t Ba9s
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Santa reveals secrets ofseason
By HALEY ANN FOX
Reporter

,\ · Yes, I hold a :ochool fc)l'
them and give them a refresher
cout·se each vear
They sen·~ as my rep resen ·
tnlives. They come back and
n•port to me. This is how I make
sun: mv C h ri~t mas list is com ·
plcw. it\ hard to put the list
to~t' t het·, and it really is a Ion~
1i~ t . too.

St. Nicholas speaks out

La:;t wt?ek 1 had the oppor·
tunity to do what every child
dreams of doing. I met Sant
Claus!
No, 1 d idn't takP. u rond trip lo
tht• Norl h Pole during my
Thnnk!-lgiving break Believe it
ot· not. l d iscovered htm on the
th ird floor of the Cunis Center ,
where he now resides year
round I decided to take ad van·
tagc of my good fot'tune a nd lind
out more nbout lht s jolly fellow
thut we a ll know a nd love so
well. Our conversation iR as
fol lows.

Q: What is the most
unusual request you've ever
gotten?
A: 1 don 'I consider any request to be unusual. Mo:st of the
collt>ge students want about the
samt• things, The girls ask for
good·looking guys and the guys
<~s k for p1·etty girls. Practically
en •rv student would love for me
tn b;·i ng him a 4.0 grade point
U\'erage.

Q: Santa, how long havt>
you lived at Murray State?
A: Since December of 1980.
!\1y first official appear ance
wasn't exactly planned. It was
only my second day here in
~I urray, a nd I wa!'l visiting with
the kids in the SGA office when
Dave Kratzet·, who was director
of the student union building at
the t ime, saw me and asked ifl
would ta ke · his place in a
meeting tha t aftcm oon.
Tho meeting was with Frank
.Julian, vice president of student
dcvclopmcnl. He was meeting
with his staff, and I came in and
guve him a surprise visit. Then,
the next year when the Curris
Center was completed, I began
upearing on a regular basis
t•ach Christmas.
Q: Why exactly did you
choose Mu rray? Was it
because of its number o ne
ra nking as a retirem ent
location?
A: No, I came he1·e to look for
-10me hay to feed my reindeer .
They all like to eat lots of hay
and oatmeal. Well, all of the
reindeer except for Rudolph he likes to eat Wheaties. I have
a n awful time with him because
a ll the others are eating hay
and oatmeal , and he will only
C!at Wheaties. His sister Rudeen
- you do know that Rudolph
has a s ister don't. you?
Q: No, I didn't know tha t.
A: Yes, he certainly does. Her
name is Rudeen. lt was just a
few years ago when we were
making our Chnstmas run

Q: What is you r favorite
part of Christmas?

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
THE SANTA CLAUS ornament, made of cloth mache, has been a very popular Item at Santa's
Attic.
when Rudolph slipped back
beside the other reindeer and
told me that Comet was having
some pt·oblems.
I went up to check on her and
sure enough, she was. I stopped
the sleigh and put her up in the
scat and in just a few minutes
later there was this new baby
~irl reindeeL
I remember that night very
well. It was cold, as cold as blue
blazes. You know that blue
blazes are very cold. of course.
Well, can you guess what color
Rudeen's nose is?
Q: Is it blue?

A: That's right. It's blue
because it was so cold.

Q : D oes Rudeen h e lp
Rudolph lead th e reind eer ?

A: No, she's in charge of all
the elfins. In case you didn't
know, an elfin is a girl elf. See,
most everyone thinks that all
my elves a1·e boys and, that's
S{)mething that I need to clear
up. So Rudeen doesn't go out on
tht• Christmas route yet, but
she will be going with us soon.
Q: Wha t d o a U the elves and
e lfins d o?

A: Drive Mrs. Claus nuts most
of the time. No, actually they
make toys, dolls, clothes and all
so1'ts of things for all the boys
and girls. They work hard the
e ntire year. They get only one
day off each year, Christmas
Eve after the sleigh is loaded
nnd r eady to go. What they like
to do on their day off is sleep.
Then they get up the next and
start on a ll the toys for next
Christmas.

Q: How d o you know w hat
each c hil d wan t s for
Christmas?
A: I just watch all year t·ound.
I know that when the little girls
t·each a certain age they don't
want baby dolls any more. They
want nail polish, jewelry, make·
up and other similar things.
The ones that wanted the fancy
dress-up dolls are the ones who
want all the make-up and
jewelry, and the girls who
wanted the good dw·able baby
dolls just want nice clothes. The
same theory holds true for the
boys.
You do realize that the Santa
Claus you have at the CutTis
Center is the real Santa Claus.
The one you see at Wal-Mart
and Sears are only my helpers.

Q: Do you train
helpers personally?

these

A: The children. Every yeat·
the special education kids come
to ~ee me at the Cul'l·is Center,
and they ,·eally are special kids.
One of my fondest memories is
of a little boy who always kept
his fingt•t·s in his mouth and his
ht•nd du c ked down . One
Christmas he looked up into my
t'H'~ and said "truck.'' That was
p·•·act 1cally the only thing the
littlt> boy had said all year. He
bt·ought teat'S to my eyes as well
as everyone else who was there
at the time.
Q: What d o you wan t for
Ch ristmas?
A: Just to see the bright,
shiny eyes on all the boys and
gil'ls, ft·om the youngest to the
oldest.
Q: When will you be appearing at the Curris Cen ter
this year?

A: Mrs . Claus and I will be
thet•e Dec. 7 through 17 from
11:30 a .m. to 12:30 p.m. and
2:30 to 3 p.m . each day. We'll be
located on the second floor
ac1·oss from the bookstore. We
want evet·yone to stop in and
vis it us and have their pictw·e
made with us. I also want to
wi:;h everyone a very Merry
Chrb tmas and good luck on
fin nis.

IMPRESSIVE
tor CHRISTMAS
1987

The Best Parts in Auto Parts
'~ff-

J

I All Checks Welcome ·I

"Stock" up on new Christmas

-

gift ideas.... Pick up your free
Christmas Catalog from

sgggs

Auto Shack!
South

12th St.

753-8971

&r.VlH 6 E'YA COOII:

O...n

each

Alonday • Saturday
8 a.m. • 9 p.m.

1

SundtuJJ

6

.m.

FAMOUS LIBERTY COINS
IN MINIATURE REPLICAS

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENT ER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
(502) 753· 1806

LESLIE FORD, A member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority,
loads a Christmas tree Into her
car to prepare for the holiday
season.

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

\

G~eeks

celebrate the holiday season differently

By JULIE LYNN WORKMAN
Reporter
Christmas is a time to eJljoy
with one's family, even one's
greek family.

Muench.
"We have our annual 'Toys
for Tots' philanthropic program
where we host a Christmas party for the needy children in

The fraternities and sororities
on the Murray State campus
share the Christmas spirit with
one another and even spread
cheer to t hose who need it most.

Mw·ray," said Julie Tucker, a
member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority. "We play games with
the children while they wait fo1•
Santa to come with their
present."

"We donate a bam to the
Need-Line to help with their
Christmas baskets, and this
year we have also gotten an
angel off the Christmas tree at
Wal-Mart to buy , a gift for a
needy child," said Tammy
Bt·own, a member of the Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority. AKA
members are also being elves
this year at the Hanging of the
Green.

Tucker said that the Alpha
Sigs also have a Christmas party and go caroling. She also said
that they will host a Christmas
rush party.

"We have adopted a grand·
parent from a nursing home to
take a Christmas present to and
we are donating food to the
Need-Line," said Kim
Wilham, Alpha Delta Pi
Lori Holtena, a membe.r of president.
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, said
ADPi's are also donating to
that each of their members puts
an ornament in a bag with their the 'Toys for Tots' program
name and date on it to be passed sponsored by the Murray Fire
around for each sister to pick Department. Wilham said the
fl·om . Following a Christmas ADPi's will have a chapter
party, Holtena said, the AOPi's Christmas party and exchange
gifts.
also go cru·oling.
The Alpha Phi sorority enjoys
a Christmas party where each
member brings a gift with their
greek letters or symbol on it to
put under their Christmas tree,
said Alpha Phi member Patty

Alpha Gamma Delta member
Laut·a HatTis said the sorority
has secret Cht·istmas angels
whose identities are revealed at
Lhe Christmas party when the
members exchange gifts. She

also said that the Alpha Gams
go caroling to the fraternity
houses after their party.
The Delta Sigma Theta sorori·
ty will provide three Christmas
baskets to the needy and go
caroling at the West View Nurs·
ing Home. In their sorority,
they draw names and exchange
gifts among themselves.
The Stgma Sigma Sigma
sorority will be having a
Christmas party after their
meeting Monday, said Karen
Caruthers, president of Sigma
Sigma Sigma. She said that
every member of the sorority
exchanges gifts with their little
and big sister.
"We atso sponsor a little boy
in Africa named Yolanda,"
Caruthers said. ''We sent $25 so
the people at Children International cou ld buy him a
Christmas gift from us."
Dickie Jones, a member of the
Alpha Gamma Rho ft·aternity,
said the brothers exchange gifts
among themselves and the little
sisters help decorate a
Christmas tree and the AGR
house.
"We have a big family party
where the brothers have drawn
little sisters' names and the lit·

tle sisters have drawn brothers'
names and we exchange gifts,"
said Mike Dailey, president of
Alpha Tau Omega.

said they enjoy a family
Chl"istmas party whe1·e they ex·
change gifts among themselves
and go caroling.

John Zinobile, a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha, said his
(raternity enjoys a Christmas.
dance where each couple brings
toys or cans to donate to the
Need-Line. He said that the
Lambda
Chi's also go caroling
Sigma Chi member Todd Bell
said that the fraternity brings and exchange gifts among their
in the holiday by spending time families.
with the elderly at West View
The Sigma Pi brothers exNursing Home.
change gifts and hold their
Bell said the brothers of Senior send off after which their
Sigma Chi also get together to little sisters join them and they
have a Christmas party where have a big family party, said
they exchange gifts among Sigma Pi President Ralph
their family.
Langen. The fraternity also
sends Christmas cards to faculJim Wright, a member of ty and neighbors.
Kappa Alpha Order, said his
Tau Kappa Epsilon member
frater·nity gets together and has
a big family party where they Bart Washer said that Tau Kappa Epsilon buys each little
exchange gifts.
sister a gift from the fraternity
The Delta Sigma Phi brothers and then the brothers exchange
and little sisters go caroling gifts among themselves and in
with a local girl scout group and their families.
then head back to the fraternity
In addition to their senior
house where they warm up to
apple cider and other beverages send off, Pi Kappa Alpha fl·aterwhile they decorate their nity holds their Christmas dinChrist.m as tree and exchange ner in which Davis Mangold
gifts, said president Jim Hru·ty. and Chuck Lindley cook all the
turkeys. The little sisters put on
Dan Jackson, a member of skits for the brothet·s and
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, everybody exchanges gifts.
Dailey also said that the
ATO's decorate their game
room and put up a Christmas
tree to celebrate the holiday
season.
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Toys made for Santa's sleigh
is "Julie:" a talking doll that
can carry on a conversation.
"Julie" is fol,l,owed by "Baby
Heather Talk~ another talkmg
~oll whose votce advances from
rnfancy to that of a two-yearold. These dolls range from
For girls, the number one toy $120 to $200, said Helen Har·

By TAMMY MCKINNEY

Reporter
Talking dolls and radio controlled cars highlight the list of
this year's hot items for the
Chl'istmas season.

Deck the halls with
careful decorations
By CATHY COPE
Staff Wnter

It is that time of year again
when dorm windows are lit with
Chr istmas lights or "Men·y
Christmas" is painted on
windows.
But there are some ru1es and
regulations to keep in mind
when decorating a dorm room.
" People should use common
sense and use the same prac·
tices they would at home,"
Paula Hulick, director of hous·
ing, said
"They are not allowed to have
live trees because it is a fire
hazard," Hulick said "They
!live trees> have the potential to

catch on fire."
"Most people put up
miniature lights or somehow
decorate their doors," Hulick
said.
"The weekend after
homecoming I saw Christmas
lights in a window at Clm·k
Hall,'' Hulick said.
"Residence hall lobbies are
decorated by individual hall
counctls," Susie Johnson, president of Residence Hall Association. said.
The activity fee student~< pay
when they move m pay for the
decorations, Johnson said.
"Decorations are purchased
and maintained by hall coun·
cils," she said.

7.24110tf., ~
. ) ,,I. ·)

din. manager of Thornbury's m
Owensboro's Town Square
Mall.
Radio controlled "Turbo Hop·
per'' cars are the number one
toy for boys. Toys played with a
video cassette recorder and
television, such as "Gotcha
Gun" and "Captain Power," are
also popular, said Sandy
Havener, assistant manager of
Warehouse of Toys in
Owensboro.
Hardin said the popular board
games are " Whatzit," "Pictionary" and "Win, Lose or
Draw."
Other popular picks for th1s
season are " Mr. Gameshow,"
''Talking Alf," Fisher·Price in·
side pop· up tent and Playskool's
"Pipeworks" for pre·schoolers,
Havener said.
"Definitely dinosaurs and in·
flated dinosaurs are popular.''
Hardin said. "because kids are
into ugly."

Pets Are Us!

• 90 day financing
• Lay-A-Ways
• Mastercard - VIsa

Fish - Birds - Small Animals - Dogs - Cats- Reptiles Feeds - a - Supplies

Professional All Breed Grooming
30 Years Experience
Pre-Christmas Specials
Pot Chrlltmas Stockings!
Dogglo Jogging Sult5l

Dog a Cat BodsJ
Cat Trees a HldOWCI'fGI
Horse Grooming Suppllesl

Ctxfa!mqa HOlM!;
•Gift C..ttftcat..•

Monday· Sabdoy 7:30a.m. - lp.m.
bdoy 1 p.m. • 'p.m.

Murray pet Center

Pier l's Papason Chair
(with choice of cushion)

Now on Sale!

1918 Coldwater Rd., 121 North
Your One (st~ Pet Shop

~,,,, ~®

PHONE DAY 753-9132
NIGHT 753·1234
753-1830

~d.''~

• • ,'jl , ....

McClard's
24 Hr. Wrecker Service

w..·u · m1•

APlace Discover."·
Bel- Air Center

"Have a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year!"

$199.99

JOE& VIC

Thru Dec. 8

Murray
Holiday Hours:
Monday- Friday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. · 6 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 5 p .m.

f':)

ArhyS®
c'-:>

The Management, Staff, and Crew
would like to wish you a safe and
Happy Holiday Season

Arby's lnlrodu~es
A .Ro11sl Beel Stlndwi~h
01 Co/oss11l Proportions!
Arby's new Giant features five ounces of our
slow-roasted beef, stacked and stacked on a
to a sted sesame seed bun. It's big enough to
satisfy the heartiest appetite. Try it today!

:··································································
•
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~
1

•

GIANT

F'l

$,!Y~9

Arb
~~S~

R oast B eef
North 12th Street
Murray

.........,;;: -

Regular
Combo
$ 199
Ar:y·s
North 12th Street
Murray

··································'················

North 12th Street
Murray

~

ac

Main I

I

SUNDAY

..

Ubrary exlenda houra for ftnala preparation.
Omlr ron Delta Kappa. National Sorlriy for
Leaderalllp, laltlatlo iL Barlc ley Room. Cumt
C.om, 2 p m 7531591 roo- infort~~<~Uon .
"Hanllnf of tM Gre.n". Currut Canter, 4:30p.m.
TwU11ht Run. 3 miiH CarT Heelth. 5:30p.m.
Lady Rau r Baaketball. Homl! Southw~ol
~ri Sl.ate Unovfl'Olly

7
OMAS Annual Cbrlotmaa FIDe Arlo and Cratt.
Sale. Clara M E11gt.. Gollol'y , D<>c. 7.13. Nwn 9 p .m
Mon .·Fri , and noon~ p m SaL and Sun ,
S weat 30 Atoroblc8. Carr Health. 12:30 lllld 5.30

p.m.
Thro"' 8hootln1 Conceal. Carr H..alth, 8-8
p.m.
llacff Men'a Baaketball. Home . Weat~m Ulin<n•,
7:30 p_m •
...._...,.. Baeketball Touma-nl. ConllniM'd
f)oH

Murray lllfb School Gh'11 Ba1ketball.
Lone Oak 6 pm

AQHA Hor• Sho... Continu..t ,

13

MStJ Staff and Chlldru'e Chrlatmu Party.
&ableA. 2 5 p.m.
Lady Racer Ba1kelball At Soutbem IIIIM••
Ed.....,....villt', 1 p.m
RHA Study Break. Winalow Cafalerta, 1 p m.

17

24

Information concerning activities and
events to be included in next month's
calendar need to be s ubmitted to the
Campus Recreation Office, 107 Carr
Health Building, by the 26th of this
month.

TUESDAY

MONDAY

6·
\

Mur

8 Llll. Final,. 9:3010 45 TTh.
10:30 a.m. FinaL 12:30 MWF.
1:30 p.m. Final. 1!30 MWF.

Hon 1~.

14

18
CI-Befln.
Exhibition 0pt'nlnf. "Eid~rw of the Tribe." Claro
M Eal(l~ Gollery. J on. 1831 ,
Sweat 30 Aeroh"'*- Can· Hl.'lllth, 12:30 and 530
p.m.
Rt'habOlt.llon Club meellnc. 420 Well., 3 p m
Eveninc Reflotratlon. Curri• Ct'nltr Ballroom .
5·7 p. m
Lady Racer Baekt'lball Home Mor..~..t. 51G
pm
RIIC'er B..ketball. Home. MorehMd 7;30 p.m.

25

Lui day to uoroll In ...,....,. MWF 11-w..-k
clauea for ~ rt!dlt.
&weal 30 Aeroblea. Cal'l' Health. 12:30 and !1:30
pm .
lncrannaral Baektlball. Carr H~alth, 5:3G-10.30
pm
Lady Rac.r Batketball, Tenne...,.• Toc:h .
Racer a..ketball. TennTech

Cent~r

WEDt

rooD
·g

Chrlotmu Craft Bazaar. Currio
Ball
toam.sp.m
ATB Club ~ac. The HuncrY Beat R.tau1'1Jnl .
n()()n ,
Lady Rar er Bukttball. Home. Little Rnck.
ArkonSP, 6 ;15 p.m.
Annual Chrlotmu Banquet. Jotnt mt't'tme ofth<'
Euchclean N athemauca Club and Pr Mu E.,.tk>n.
Honorary Fraurmity in Mathem•tir• Bo·"""
L..ontem. Aurcwa, Ky~ 6.30 p.m. 769 1070 for
onfoomatlon

Study Uay.
Chrlotma1 Craft Bau

Murray Rich School Boya Balkelball. Humr.
Hickman Count). 6 p m
Calloway County Bl•h School Boyt Buketball •
Hom•. Marohall Cnunty . 6 p m.

I a.m. FiliAl. t :30 MWJI',
10:30 ...... nnal, 11 12 16 p.m. 'M1I •
1:00 p.m. Final. 3:30 p,m. MWF

15

I a.m. Final. 10:30 M1lo
10;30 a.m. Final. 2 3 IG
Andy Wllllamo Chnal
.Sn•h••olle.

19
Murray Hlfh School Boya Baeuthall. Home.
Heath . 6 p.m.
Calloway County Hl1h KC'hool Boyt 8a1ketball.
Hnme Fulton County. 6 p m

26

La_. clay 10 enroll In ~ar TTh ••"'"""
clu- for credit.
Caml!rala 8Jnfert. Ann~x Re<otal Hall , ll p.m.
Intramural BaekelbaU. ContinURd

Lui day to enroll In ft
La.tl day to ~hanre
from audit 10 ~....tit.
!!haron Snowkrcer
Gall~ry. Jan. 20 31.
Sweat 30 Aerobic-. C•
pm
MoVII!: " Beverly HOt.
Thealer, 3:30, 7 and 9:3(
Ctwaa Club ~....
Cenler. 6 p.m.

s....aa 30 Aerobin. ca

ray's

::vents
\JESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Lui dey to wlthdr•w ftoom K hool
Air Fo...,. Civilian Pft'aOOMI llanqe-

4

c...w. r..~en~e... Occupouo1111 Heelth Ia S.fety

'"'lion (or Safety Sp«laliot po~~itlona. TimH p,....
echedultd in Placement omcw.
So<l•l Work Cl11b Po&hack Chrletma P1rty 1nd
m...u.._, The Home o£ Or Bopl Allbritten, & p m
Bri n1 a ce nned p>e1 or money r..- • donation for
nHdyfamili•.
"The UtuHI An,el" and "The Belli Chrl.cm..
P1,e1nt Ev.r." MuiTIIy•Callow•y County Public
Llbl-1ry, Dec. ••· 7 p m. Fri and Set.. end 2 p m
INti nee& S.L and Sun. 7591752 for information or·
r•wf\-ati:cmt..

AJ•n Boeechc-1 Exhibit. Dec. &-16. Currl• Ctnter
Gallery
Pre-Colleae Pl• no Concert Compt'tltloo. AniWa
R""it.tl liell . I p m
J>N,G. _ Gfl.Tote'Mr end Rt'C'.,Uon. s,., 11~
Room. Evana'·•llt Execull,.., Inn, 6 p m
Roc..,. Beakelb.U. Univ~l"'ll\y o( Ev1111••11le, 7:30
p.m $6.
St. lAo'• Chur<h Chrbtmu BIZIAJ'. 9 1.m -6 p m..

Art Avdlon. Clare M &a1l• Callery, 7:30p.m
Lldy Rac!er B••utball. ArkanPI SUI~.

9

10
8 a.M. Final. 7:30 a m. MWF and 4:30p.m. MWP.
IG-.JO a.m. ftAal. 8:30 a m. MWF
1:30 p.m. ftAal , 12·30-1 :45 p.m Tn.
AA and AI·Anon 0 pt'n -tinp. Cumberland
!loom. Currio Center, 11·7 p m,
"Camelot." Polk Thea to•·· ~IIJih•lll•. O.C. 10 20.

II

8 1.m. Ftnal.. 8·9·1& TTb and 3:30-4:4& Tn. .
10:30 l .m. Ftnal. 11:30 MWF
1:30 p.m. Final. 2:30 MWP
"The U tdat Ancel" ud "'I'M Best Cbrlatmu
P•ceoat Ever." Murray-C.I...,..ay County Public
Library. Dec II 13, 7 p.m F'r1. and S.t.. 2 p m
more informa·
mat in<..,. Sat. and Sun. 7691762
uon ot• reservation"
Open R orM Sho w. Wut Ken tuck) Liv.,.totk und
E
Center, 7 p m. $2
Alk'e Coopt'r CoiM:Irt. Wllh Cuna end R_. and
r ..,.,. Puat,rtat Show Me Center. Southeut
Mi•..,uri Sute Un•vera1ty, 7:30p.m.
Reba Mclntlreo Concert. Executive Inn, Paducah
H1n1 Brinker •nd the SUver Sketeo. Markel
HoWle Tbeetre. Paduceh. Dec:. II 13

r..,.

,.,...,uon

LoulovJI~

16

F.

The Murray State News and the
Campus Recreation Office wish you
much happiness and safety for the
holiday season!

pm Tn. .
Show.•)nck..,n Hull,

18U

Llltt Rcttrlotratlon. 8 a .m.·6 p.m
Murray Hlc b S<bool Glrla Ba.k.tbaiL
M•rohall Count)', 6 p.m

14
Hom~.

15
Law Rectatr•Uon. 8 a.m.-6 p.m
Swea t 30 At rob lca. Carr Heelth , 12:30 and 6;10
pm
Murr1y Hlah lkhool Boya B..kflbllll. lt<m><"
MAyfield 6 p.m.
Calloway County Rirh Sehool Boya B•akd hlll.
Ho""' Hopkinavllle. 8 p.m .

20
"' ~aa~~..- . , cl--.
ha1f-m~r

claaa

Exhibit.. Clora M.

EnJI~

llrat

A..,;eaa Qu1rwr Hone Auod.Uon Ho,_
!lhow. Exp<~ Center, 8 1.m f'tW.
lAdy Roc:er Beakfl.ball. At St. Loula. 2 p m
R•be Melntlre Concert. Executh•e Inn. J>aduceh
The Judd'• Concert. Executive Inn. Ow~n•bo•·o
Alir e Cooper Con.urt. Loulsv1l~ Gardena.

rr Health , 12:30 and 630

21
P hi B.ta Lambda meeti.Dc. 403 B uttrlftl"
Bulld•nc. 4:30 p m.
Wildlife Soci.ty mHdnc. 249 Blecltbum. 7:30
p.m.
lntunedonal Film Festival. "Bruit." Currla
Centor Thea.ter. 7:30p.m. FrM

Cop II.~ Currta Center
lpm.
Mloalulppi Room, C11rno

7

rr Health, 12:30 and &:30
" Curria Cenwr Tht!attr,

Realonal Auditlona for Oovernor'a School for
the- Arta. Doylt·
ArU Center. all d,.y .
l.ady Rac!n Buk.tb alt ~ Kentut ky, 7:!10
pm
ESPN R..,n Bukt>tball. &e•tem Kenlucll,v. II
p nt

F•.,.

Callo,.,.y Cou nty Hl«h School Boyo B•ekflball.
w- fWc>kma 6 p.m

22
l;lud"ltl pay d ey.
Wa lleyb.U utry deedline. 107 Carr Reelth .
Swtet 30 Aeroblca. Carr H~t•lth, 12:30 and G:30
p.m.
Sporlalllchw r. Carr Health, 7 p m midnt!Cht
MEldere of t he Tribe" OJM'nlnc R..c:epUoD. Clare
N &aale Clllt.ry. 7:30p.m.

23
Roee M1rie Rubum Exhibit. Curru Cente•
Callery, Jan ~3 f'1•b. 3.
Wut Keotue ky ChChemplon• hlpa. C~t~·ds
Center, oil day.
Lady Racer Bukflball. Middle T""""-·
Ra.cet' Bukdb.U. Muldle Tt1\l-.

Murr1y Hlch lkhool Boye B•ekelhall. Home.
Bellard. 6 p.m.

8

Racqudball DoubiH ent.r)' deadllrM. 107 Carr
He•lth ,
''Tr1naportat.lo n S.fety." Semi!Uir in Safety and
H..llh Curria C•nm. I p.m.
lnwm•tlonal FIIJD Feadval. "Stolen Kiaaea." Cur·
ria Center Theaurr. 7:30p.m. rr...
Jim Sltrerm~~~ Recital. Annex Reclt.tl Hell, 8 p .m.
l ntremural Bu kethlll. Continued

C.Uowey County Hleh Sehool Glrlt Bukdb•ll.
Hick'""n County . 6 p m.

29

l ntarnation•l C up G1mea b "!Jin. Campuo
Ret-lion
Swtll 30 Aeroblca.. Carr H.. hh , 12:30 a nd 6 30
p.m
Calloway Cou11ty R ich Sehool Boya s ..k.tbllll.
M ur~"ay. 6 p.m.
C1Uowey County Hlch School Olrb Baaketbell.
Murrey. 8 p.m.

F1mlly Nlabt. C~rr Health, 8:30-10 p.m.
Lldy Ricer Baakethllll. Younjptown .
Rec:er Buketb all. VouniCI'to .. n

30

How about a
tanning certificate
for that friend or loved
one from:
Wolff System Tanning
Center
-5 visits
$18
-10 visits + 1 FREE
$30 , Students $27
-1

month
$39.95
-3 month
$89.95

Olympic Plaza.
753-WOLF

1/day
1/day

Christmf!ls gifts
don't always have to
come in boxes!
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Tourist center welcomes
students to view history
By JOHN K. MOORE
Reporter

Angels we have heard on high

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

SANTA'S ATTIC STOCKS a variety of ornamenta Including thla angel which Ia one of only a
few left for those late decorators.

Murray's Winter Wontfer{antf
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The traditional Christmas at
Whitehaven began with the
Hanging of the Green on Nov.
30, said Rose Mor gan, super·
visor· of tourism at Whitehaven
Tour ist Welcome Center in
Paducah.
WrPaths and othc•· types of
grE>enery adorn the outside of
the welcome center , while fou1·
Chr istmas trees decorate the in·
side. The trees were decorated
by various Paducah ,g arden
clubs and the Wh1tehaven
Associatton usmg a Victorian
ihemo appropriate to the a•··
chitectural period of tht> home.
Morgun said.
Chr istmas candlelight tours
will be conducted on Dec. 18
and 19 from 6:30 to 8 p.m. by
employees and memberAof the
Whitehaven AsHOCialion. The
Paducah Symphony will also
perform Christmas carols dw·ing the tours.
The main home was built by
Edward L . Anderson in 1860.
Anderson sold the home in 1903
to Ed L. Atkins who remodeled
t h e h ome and name d i t
Whitehaven, a ccording to a
brochure printe d by the
Whitehaven Association.
The Classical Revival ar·
chitecture used in the remodel
ing was the genius of A. L .
Lassiter, the architect who was
responsible for the addition of
the Corinthian columns, the in·
tricate plaster ceilings and the
stained glass windows in the
home , acco rd i n g to the
brochure.
In 1908, Paducah mayor
James P . Smith purchased the
home from Atkins. Whitehaven
remained in the Smith family
until 1968 whe n Elizabeth
Smith Shelton moved out of the
hom e. Accordin g t o the
brochure , during those 60

years, six bedrooms, a playroom
and a carport were added.
Whitehaven remained empty
and under the threat of demoli·
lion by the construction of l -24
unti l 1981 when Paducah Com ·
mu nity College pu1·chased the
home and property from the
Smith family.
By this tiffie. the State of Ken·
lucky had decided to build a
tourh;t welcome cr•nter along
1- 24 in thl• Pnducah orea .
Fn1nk Netts , K entuckv
Secretary of Transportation and
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. decidud
to use Whitehaven as the new
welcome center to save the cost
of constr ucting u n ew facility,
according to the b1·ochure..
Whitehaven Tourist Welcome
Center opened in ,June 1983. In
March 1984, Whitehaven was
listed on the l'\atJOnal Regist.t.•r
of IIiHtorical plncl•s by the
United States Department of
the Intel'ior.
"Whitehaven is t he only
welcome center in the United
States that is located in a
historic home as far as I know,"
Morgan said.
Whitehaven has also become
a great tourist a ttraction to people traveling to Kentucky and
Tennessee. Morgan said that
16,449 people stopped at
Whitehaven in October and
3,709 t oured the home. She said
that this is the largest group to
see the home since it opened.
Morgan also extended a
special invitation to Murray
State students and residents of
Calloway County to come to
Paducah and tour the home and
see part of Kentucky's history
during the Christmas season.
Whitehaven is open from 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. seven days a
week. Tours are given every 30
minutes during afternoons. The
welcome center is located at the
j unction ofi-24 and U.S. 45 in
Pa ducah.

San.tfra 1lester

ENGLISH SOLE

Gifts
for everyone
on your
holiday list.

Show your
Receive 15%
Receive
Holiday

MSU ID and
off all gifts!
15% off
Apparel!

Elegant gifts from the
Crimson Treasures
Collect1on,
cosmetic or skin care
sets for
those on the go,
glamorous golden
compacts, precious
fragrances, "lollipop•
makeup fun for little
girls, and more. Come
In and see them all now.

Receive 15% off Accessories!

ffiERLE OORmAn·

FFE

759-4140

LEGAL HOLIDAY, Friday, January 1st

STUDIO

Giftwrapping

on the square
M urray

May your dreams come true and 1988 bring you a generous helping of good health and happiness.
We hope, too, that we may play a part in making it a
prosperous one.

Maatercard•Visa
LAYAWAYS

Bel Air Center
753-6926

P.S. Have a very Merry Christmas
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Drunk driving spoils season
By ROBIN CONOVER
Reporter

more than 30 days impdson·
ment or both. said Sgt. Robert
Brown of the Kentucky State
Police.

Drinking and driving has
become one of the foremo~t pro·
blems facing the nation today,
Offenders may opt to do com·
and with the holiday season ap· munity sen.·ice instead of the
pr·oaching, the number of fine or jail sentence, Brown
alcohol-related automobile ac- said.
cidents is expected to increase.
Licenseli may al~o hi.! t•cvokerl
More than one million people on the first ofl'ense for up to six
arc arrefltcd each year for driv- months.
ing while intoxicated, according
Arrests for DU1 are based on
lo an Allstate Insurance Com- three things: driving bt>havior
puny publication.
before bemg stopped, sobrit'ty
Ot•at hs r~lated to drunken tests and blood alcohol concen driving total more than 25,000 tration <BACl.
a year while ~>erious injuries
Kentucky laws say if an in·
total more than 1.5 million, as dividual's BAC exceedes . 10
stated in a Student Health Ser· percent a per~on ili legally
vices pamphlet.
drunk, Brown said. The BAC
Deaths and injuries involving test measures the concentration
drunken drivers cost the nation of alcohol in a person's blood
more than $24 billion a year in stream. This may be determin·
lost wages, productivity. ed by breath, urine or blood
medical and legal costs, accor- tests.
ding to the Allstate
Drinking affects driving skills
publications.
because it affects the central
To combat drunken drivers all nervous system as the concen·
states have laws agaim;t driv- tration of alcohol rises in the
ing while under the influence blood stream. according to the
and many states have recently Student H ealth Services
toughened their existing laws pamphlets.
to get dr unk drivers off the
As an individual's BAC rises
road.
the likelihood of the individual
Some states have mandatory
jail sentences, loss of license o•·
a fine on the first offense wh ile
othe•·s require alcohol education classes.
Kentucky state laws mandate
that first offenders may be fined
from $200 to $500 or sentenced
to not lefts than 48 hours and no

being involved in a cat· crash
multiplies.
When the BAC reaches .05
percent, a person's ch ances of
being involved in a car ct·ash
will rise 1.5 times. When it
reaches .10 percent a person 's
chances incr ease six t imes.
When t he BAC rises to .16 per·

cent a person's chances of being
involved in n ca•· crash are 25
times greater.
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More than half of the fatally
injured drunken drivers have a
BAC·of .06 percent or more. according to the Allstate
publicatwns.
Alcohol ib a powerful cb·ug
und il-l c lusRified bv the
American Medical Association
as a depressant.
When injested, alcohol is
quickly ab~:~orbed into the blood
stream and slows thought proces!'lcs. It numbs brain cells and
affcctR all major organs.
Alcohol causes a loss of concentration, drowsiness, poor
judgment, blurred vision and
delayed reactions and interferes
with coordil"::otion skills, thus
impairing driving abilities.
The holidays bring with them
time for celebra tion and cheer
which may not mix well with
driving. Being a responsible
drinker through the holidays
could save your life and t he
lives of others.
'l'o be a safe responsible
dri n ke r a lw ays have a
designated driver or a sober
frie nd take you home, eat before
a nd during drinking, know
when to stop a nd be honest wit h
yourself.
Do not drive even though you
t h ink you can. Driving just once
while intoxicated may be the
last time you do it.

Shopping DS¥S 'T1l CbristillaE

A T THE TR0 PIC: S TAN N IN G SAL m,J

4 Tanning Sessions for $11
with this coupon
Offer expires Dec. 30

Tan 15 consecutive days for $25
Give a Tan for Christmas
Gift Certificates Available

Call 753-84n

Ruthie's University Gulf

e

'Wishes everyone a
Merry Ch ristmas and
good luck on finals.''

With full service r eceive Quality Stamps
HOURS: 6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY

753-5782

Finest Nuts
Candies
Gift Baskets
Southside Shopping Center
(502) 753-1733

Cookie exchange is hot idea
for this season's sweet-tooth
By DIANA KELLEY
Reporter

can be taken to the party to
combine with others fot· a
delicious assor·t ment to eat wit h
hot app le cider, spiced tea and
coffee.
At th e end of t he party
everyone takes home a boun
tiful share of eight different
Christmas cookies.
" The dorm would be a n ex
cellent place to have a cook ie
exchange," said Leigh Ann
Akin, a jun ior public relations
major ft·om Lexington. " If you
want, you can even buy you•·
cook ies to exchange. It's a
delicious way to get into the
Christmas spirit while l';till on
campus."
A variation on the idea is to
have a goodie exchange.
The following are recipes that
are delicious and easy to make.

There is a way to have yom·
cook ie a nd eat it too.
It's called a cook ie exchange.
The idea probably originated
from someone who h ad spent
long hours in t he kitchen
covered from head to toe in
sugar and n our a nd had spent
thei1· life savings on cvet•y in·
gred ient from cinnamon tu
nuts.
Those mouth-watering pictures that bombard our senses
on t he covers of magazines are
tempting treats, but for most of
us. there just are not enough
hours in the day to bake all
those goodies.
That is why a cookie exchange
is such a good idea.
Here is what you do.
Invite at least eight friends to
participate: Ask t..ach one to use
their· favorite cookie recipe to
bake two batches of cookies.
Most recipes yield from tht·ee to
six dozen cookies.
Have eac h par t ic i pa n t
separate theil· cookies into eight ..
groups. T hese will be t he
cookies used in the cook ie
exchange.
P lace the cookies in a clear
plastic bag and tie securely
Holiday P u nc h
with red a nd green r ibbon. Or
3 cups apple cider or juice
you can place cookies on a
2 cups cranberry j u ice
deco1·ative paper plate and
Pour mixture into coffee pot
cover with a ribbon, sprig of hoi·
P ut into basket:
ly or small ornament. You can
10 sticks cinnamon
be even more creative if you
113 pkg. whole cloves
Wl'it.e or draw on the plastic
113 cup brown sugar
with a felt pen.
Run through the regular cofThe remainder of the cookies fee cycle.

Peppermint Meringues
2 egg whites
Dash of salt
114 teaspoon cream of tartar
3/4 cup sugar
1 small pkg. chocolate chips
peppermint flavoring to taste
few drops green food c;oloring
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
for 30 minutes. Beat egg whites,
salt a nd cream of tartar until
frothy. Gradually a dd sugar
and continue to beat for 15
m inutes. F old in ch ocolate
ch ips, peppermint flavoring an d
green food color ing. Turn off
oven. P ut mixture on ungreased
cookie sheet by spoonfuls and
place in oven for 90 minutes. Do
not open oven door during cooking time.
San dies
1 cup butter 01' margarine
1/3 cup sugar
2 teaspoons water
2 teaspoons vanilla
2 cups sifted a ll-purpose flour
1 cup pecans
Cream butter and sugar ; add
water and vanilla; mix well.
Add fl our a nd pecans; chill 3 or
4 hour s. Shape in ba lls or
fi ngers.
Bake on ungreased cook ie
sheet at 325 degrees about 20
minutes. Cool sligh tly; roll in
confectioners' sugar. Makes five
dozen.

•

To Faithful Old Friends
To Cherished New Friends
We Extend A Sincere Wish
That Happiness And The
Joy Of Christmas
Be With You During This
Delightful Holiday Season

.Bank of Murray
..THE FRIENDLY
.BANK"
........ JI'DIC
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Holiday weddings hit the season with spirit

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
KIM HIGGINS, SENIOR at Calloway County High School and part time Murray State student, puts the finishing touches on the Christmas display In the window at
The Showcase.
By LEiGH ANN AKIN
Reporter

The holiday season is a
beautiful time of the year to
have a wedding because of the
festive spirit that always seems
to be in the air.
Geta Gargus, a salesperson at
The Showcase in Murray, said
they have scheduled several
weddings for the holiday season
but not as many as they would
have in June or August.
Most holiday weddings a re
before Dec. 19-20 or immediately after Christmas or New
Year's, Gargus said. She said
they schedule very few weddings on the holiday itself.
' 'We do not schedule as many
holiday weddings as we did a
few years ago," Gargus said.
Gargus said the most popular
fabrics for a holiday wedding
dress are the shiny shimmery

a: UPS AIR EXPRESS
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fabl'ics such as satin and taffeta . She said that sequins.
pearls, crystals and more beaded jewels are very popular on
wedding dresses.

"In the past we have had
some holiday wedding dresses
trimmed in feathers or fur,"
Gargus said.
The most populat· colors for
the bddesmaids' dresses a1·e
emerald green and red, Gargus
said. Bridl;ll gowns are mostly
white to blend with the holiday
colors, but they do sell a few
candlelight dresses to women
that do not wear white very
well, she said.

that white china trimmed in
gold Ol' platinum is being
chosen.
"Bridesmaids' gifts may be a
keepsake om ament but most of
the time the br ide gives her attendants jewelery or crystal
items," Gargus said.
Holiday weddings use mostly
Christmas greenery such as
hollies, pines and poinsettia for
decoration, said Tom Gains,
owner of Murray Florist.

··we a t·e seeing more shorter
tea length dl·esses and partytype dresses for weddings this
year," Gargus said.

Gains said that the bride's
and bridesmaids' bouquets are
usually made up of red and
white carnations or roses and
Christmas greenery. He said
that the groom's and
groomsmen's boutonnieres are
usually red or white carnations
or roses.

Gargus said the most popular
china pattern has been the formal china with the oldfashioned look. She also said

"For a simple holiday wedding, flowers may be ordet·ed
one week in advance, but for a
wedding that wants Christmas
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that i n vitations at·e not
necessary, but she felt that they
added a personal touch as well
as a written reminder.
"Completing the guest list is
Annie Knight, a former Murray State graduate from Mul'· very hard because sometimes
t·ay, planned a holiday wedding you do not know who to invite
for Jan. 3, 1987. for het· and who not to invite," Knight
said. ' 'You do not want to offend
daughter Holly.
anyone by not inviting them to
Knight said that she started the wedding.''
planning her daughter's wedIt is very hard to get out-ofding in September 1986 so she town bl'idesmaids and
would have plenty of time to get groomsmen fitted du1·ing t he
it organized.
holiday season, Knight said. "It
is
not easy getting together all
"The most difficult part of
the
bridesmaids and
planning the whole wedding
groomsmen
at once because the
was making the little decisions
holiday
season
is so busy, and
in the absence of the bride who
they
all
have
things
to do and
was away at school," Knight
said. "Cooperation of both other places to be."
Knight said that the best adfamilies is very important, too,
vice
she would give anyone
and I have heard it is a common
planning
a wedding is to start
problem when planning a
well
in
advance
and work on it
wedding."
every day to ensure that
Sending invitations was dif- everything does not pile up on
ficult , Knight said. She said you at the last minute.

m
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greenery, flowers should be
ordered one month in advance
so we can preserve and reserve
the greenery," Gains said.

Uncle Jeffs Pharmacy
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Student traditions vary
from Malaysia. However, many
people see Christmas as a
Christmas is celebrated in chance to party:
many ways for different reasons
Some of the larger hotels in
throughout the world.
Malaysia
have huge ChristmaE
Eighty-eight international
students representing 34 dif- parties. Many Malaysians host
ferent countries attend Murray an "open house," where they
State University. Some of these have one big party open to
students wil1 celebrate everyone, said Chan.
"In a hot country you don't
Christmas similar to the
feel
the Christmas spirit
American traditions, while
others have their own customs because there is no snow,"
Chan said. It is easier for
and traditions.
In America, Christmas is Americans to get in the holiday
celebrated as a religious holi- spirit because of the climate
day honoring the birth of around Christmas, she said.
Christ. Most countries celebrate
Malaysians who celebrate
this holiday for the same
for its true meaning
Christmas
reason, but others do not
follow many of the same tradi·
tions as Americans, said Chan.
Rolanda Greene, MSU stu- They attend Midnight Mass on
dent from the Bahamas, said Christmas Eve, decorate the
that in his country Christmas is Christmas tree and exchange
basically one big party for a gifts. Turkey is also the tradi·
week and a half.
tional meat in Malaysia for
"Beginning at 3 a.m. on Christmas, Chan said.
Christmas the whole country
The Christmas tree and Santa
goes into the streets for one big Claus traditions originally
party," Greene said. "Everyone came from the Scandinavian
dances and parties until 9 a .m." countries, said Mattias Larsson,
Although the main festivities a student from Sweden.
occur on Christmas night, par"Every year Sweden gets
ties are lield three days before thousands of letters for Santa,"
Christmas and end a week Larsson said. "Swedish postal
after, Greene eaid. Many people workers work extra hours to
begin preparing for these par- answer all of the letters."
ties three to four months in adLarsson said that in Sweden
vance. They create huge man- Christmas is the most familymade costumes, called oriented holiday of the year.
"junkanoos," to be worn during
Baked ham is considered the
the Christmas celebrations, traditional meat in Sweden,
Greene said.
Larsson said.
By SANDRA HESTER
Reporter

In the Bahamas, it is a tradition for everyone to drink some
type of alcoholic beverage.
Refusing to accept a drink is
considered an insult to the host
or hostess, Greene said.
In the Bahamas, ham and
turkey arP. the main meals. he
said. A special vegetable is
prepared from green peas and
rice cooked with onions, celery
and tomato paste.
Christmas is considered a
religious holiday in Malaysia,
said Josephine Chan, a student

By DAVID ROGERS

The Curris Center Christmas
decorations are not a magical
gift from Santa, although Santa
plays a vital role in this campus' Christmas.
Planning fo1· the Curris
Center decorations started in
October. The committ~e that
,decides on the decorations consists of Jimmy Cat·ter, Gale
t Vinson, Jean Hamra, Bruce
Chamberlain, Alan Cassidy and
Faye Williams.

~

Planning began later than
.usual this year, said Jimmy
'Carter, dit·ectot• of the CuiTis
Center.
The main attraction of the
·Currie Center during the
Christmas season is the live
tree in the rocking chair lounge,
Carter said. The tree comes
from the Land-Between-TheLakes. Wayne Harper and Bob
Lax, both ft·om the physical
plant department, are responsible for deciding on the tree, bringing it to campus and setting
it up in t~e lounge, Carter :;aid.

been controversy over the fate
of the live tree in the Curl'is
Center. "A flame •·et81-dent was
applied to the tree and the
bucket will be kept full," said
Howard Jewell, director of
operations for housing and Cw·ris Center.
Jewell said that the universi·
ty does not need a permit ·to
have the tree because of the
care that is taken to make the
tree safe••
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go to Showtlme!

Rent 1 movie get 1 free!
limit1 free' movie

movies $1.50 everyday
ask about weekend specials

\howtime

"In Ethiopia, everyone goes to
church on Christmas Eve and
stays there until 3 a.m.," Nega
said.
"The Christmas tree is put up
a week before Christmas and
taken down a week after," Nega
said. "This tradition is taken
from the western world."
Although gifts are given in
Ethiopia, Nega said, gift-giving
is not considered a tradition and
the gifts given are usually to
children. The traditional meats
in Ethiopia are lamb and
chicken, Nega said.

Curris Center decorations not all magic
• Reporter

~know to

"Christmas day is family
time," said Messeret Nega, a
student from Ethiopia .
"Christmas is the second biggest holiday with Easter being
the first."

"Christmas is celebrated with
the family," said Timo Kukkonen, a student from Finland.
"People take candles to the
their relatives graves on
Christmas Eve to remember
their ancestors," Kukkonen
said.
In Finland, the outside trees
are also decorated with candles,
Kukkonen said. Real candles
were used in the past but were
replaced by electric candles.
Families often decorate small
spruce trees as part of their
observation of the holiday.
Kukkonen said that in
Finland Christmas presents are
exchanged on Christmas Eve
only. The Finnish attend
church on Christmas morning.
Ivan Sanabria, a student from
Sonia Santos, a student from Costa Rica, said the special food
Bolivia, said Christmas in her in his country for the holidays is
country is basically a family tamales.
reunion.
In Costa Rica, tamales are
In Bolivia, said Santos, the
Christmas meal is prepared on made from com, pig fat and
Christmas Eve at midnight. pork covered with banana tree
This meal consists of five dif· leaves and t h en boiled,
ferent types of meat, staple Sanabria said.
Tamales are a special treat in
foods (such as wheat, rice and
flax), corn and desserts, she Costa Rica, he said. "The
tamales are made the second
said.
Gifts are exchanged and the week of December and plenty is
tree is decorated in Bolivia, made so there wil1 be leftovers
after the holidays."
Santos said.

ln previous ye91·s there had

~ Santa, all good boys and girls

DixielandCenter

MOVIES 753-7731

New Life Christ/en Center
Non-denominational Fellowship
Sunday Serulces 1 0:30a.m. &
6p.m.
~
Christian Bookstore S Girts
Open Mon. - Fri. 9a.m. - 5p.m.
753-1622
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J.

115 S. 4th St.

Jllpp{e 'Blossom 'Boutique
wishes you a very Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year. We would
a/so like to thank-you for your business
this past year.

J
J 753-4460

Pennyrlle Players
Celebrity Auction
Friday at 7 p.m.
at the Pennyrile Players Theater
410 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Oyer 150 Items tncludlaq Bct/cl«l frqm;

•Whoopi Goldberg_
•Alabama
•John Landis
Give a very fine gift this year
Preview at 6 p.m.
Auction at 7 p.m.
Bid tickets available at the door

To add the festive color of red
to the Curl'is Center, the
university has placed approximately 50 poinsettias in the
planters throughout the

For more Info: call (502) 885·2401

Boxes are placed under the
Santa and Mrs. Claus will be
tree just for decoration, Jewell
said. "Strangely enough no one ' in the Curris Center daily Monbothers the boxes - even the lit- dar through Dec. 16 from 11:30
tle kids who come to sec Santp a.m.-12:30 p.m. and from 2-3
and Mrs. Claus. We have a fan: p.m.
tastic bunch of kids on the campuS," Jewell said.
Jew:Jl ~aid since the UniverThe entire custodial staff is sity ' closes on Dec.23, the
t·esponsible for decorating the Christmas decorations in the
CwTis Center, Jewell said The Cul'l'is Center will not be up
greenery and red l'ibbon that during the holiday vacation.
are on the rails are done by the
The decorations in the Curris
day custodians, Judy Shoffner Center will be taken down the
and Jeff .Pterce. The aftemoon last day of fif!als, Jewell said.
shift, Earl Hemdon and J .C. The Christmas tree will be
Scluoader, puts the lights and undecorated on Dec. 16 and
1·ed bunti~g on the tree. BobbY. taken down Dec. 17.

J
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113 s. 4th'

Dunn and N.D. Roberts, the
night shift, hang the lights in
the fig trees. Jewell said.

building, Jewell said. After the
Clu·istmas season is over, purchasing will give the plants to
th~ elderly people in the ct>mmunity, Jewell said they do this
every year for the community.
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Students travel afar
for holiday season
major from Paducah, are participating in the seminars.
Reporter
"I was excited that I would
Ten students from Murray finally get to go to all of t he
State University will spend places I have read and studied
their Ch ristmas break in about," Yeomans said.
Europe as part of the InternaShe said t he seminat·s will be
tional Business Seminars.
a unique way to experience
''The program gives students cultures of different countries.
high-exposure to the infor- These experiences, she said,
mative and interesting interna- will give her more t han just a
tional business env1ronment," textbook education because she
sai d Dr. Gary Brockway, will actually experience intet··
manageme nt a nd marketing national business.
associate p1·ofessor.
" I get to experience Paris on a
"There are many travel pro- universal holiday and see how
grams but this particular one the French celebrate New
gets the students into corporate Year's Eve," she said. She said
board rooms of t hese interna- t he most excit ing t hing she will
tiona l businesses ," said do while in Europe will be spenBrockway, director of the ding New Year's Eve in Paris.
''I plan to bring in the New
seminar program at Murray.
Brockway said that the travel Year by drinking champagne
study program will allow t he unde•· the Eiffel Tower," she
students to visit five different said.
McNulty said he is excited
countries. He said that the
students will visit such interna- about seeing Europe t he way it
tional business organizations as is offered in the seminars. " 1
IBM Europe, Du Pont, Swiss like the way the seminars are
Bank Corporation , R . J. set up," he said. "It allows us to
vistt many different types of
Reynolds and Heineken.
businesses."
Brockway said the students
"I believe that the exwill go to Reims, France, on periences I will have while I am
Dec. 31 for an afternoon visit at in Europe will be very valuable
Veuve Clicquot, a major French throughout my life, not only in
champagnery.
business but in general,"
The group will have a New McNulty said.
Year's Eve buffet dinner and
" I'm really looking forward to
champagne party at their hotel touring the banks in
in Paris. "Later that night the Switzerland and sampling the
~tudents may want to go to the
champagne in France," McNulEiffel Tower for a special New ty said.
Yea•·'s Eve light show," he said.
The group departs from New
Kelly Yeomans, senior adver- York for Brussels, Belgium, on
tising major from Paducah, and Dec. 28 and will return to the
Patrick McNulty, seni01·
., biology states on Jan. 16.

From all of
t Tubby's

By JENNIFER MCKIRCHY
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Hif~~tng Center

LXpires 12/t8/87

Merry Cliristmas to a{{. ..
and to a{{

a g reat J'inafs Week/!

University
Bookstore
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Chestnut

HIJ~~~plng Center
7~

,~ r~·s !2/18/87
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The Murray State News Murray's Wmter Wonderland December 4, 1987

to all
Murray State

Students,
Faculty &

Staff

·~
STO EWIDE
Through December 24th
.With This Coupon
· ~~ Sale Items Excluded
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SPORTING GOODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

VERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR

